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SlM4ARY 
This final report presents the results of a study conducted by the 
AIResearch Menufacturlng Compeny of California of the preliminary design of 
an alternate heat source assembly (HSA) Intended for use In the Brayton 
Isotope power system (BIPS) presently under development by the AIResearch 
Manufacturing Company of Arizona under a Department of Energy contract. 
The BIPS converts thermal energy emitted by a radioactive heat source Into 
electrical energy by means of a closed Brayton cycle. The HSA, a major 
component of the BIPS, accomplishes the transfer of thermal er1ergy from the 
heat source to the Brayton cycle working fluid. 
The study effort Involved the selection and optimization of a heat source 
heat eXChanger (HSHX) configuration and material with enhanced rellabi Iity and 
fabricability as compared with the original concept. The thermal performance 
of the entire HSA was analyzed for various modes of system operation. Particu-
lar emphasis was placed on the predicted temperature of the Iridium post-Impact 
containment shel I (PICS), the protective housing for the radioactive fuel. 
Required PICS temperatures were specified for the various system operating 
modes. Structural characteristics, including low-cycle fatigue life, natural 
frequencies, and dynamic loading, were analyzed for the HSA. Recommendations 
are made for future analytical and ~perlmental work. A layout drawing was 
prepared for the HSA. 
The study Identified a Hastel loy X single-tube helical col I as the HSHX 
configuration that maximizes reliability and fabricability within the frame-
work of the SIPS requirements. The optimized design, which met performance 
requirements, was a 10-turn col I made of a tube of 3.96-cm (1.56-ln.) outside 
diameter and 3.703-cm (1.458-in.) inside diameter. 
For the auxiliary cooling system, required during nonoperational phases 
of the SIPS, neon Is the recommended fill gas. Transient startup conditions 
have been analyzed, and a low-cycle fatigue I ife of 570 cycles (wei I above 
the required 100 cycles) has been predicted for the HSHX. 
P ICS temperature requ i rements can essent I a II y be "let for a II modes of 
operatlcn except for the emergency cooling system, which Is required to cool 
the heat source after a system failure. AnalysiS Indicates that an insuffi-
cient number of insulation fol Is are melted to lower the PICS temperatures 
su ff I c I en t I y. 
With some minor modifications to the ~Istlng HSA structure, natural 
frequency and dynamic loading r"equ,irements can be met. 
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I NTROOOCT ION 
This final report, sutJnltted by the AIResearch ~1anufacturlng Company u f California (AIRlA), a division of The Garrett Corporation, describes the work accomplished under Contract HAS 3-20816 for the Lewis Research Center of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. The study was conducted during the period of October 1977 through April 1978. 
The program, entitled "Preliminary Design Study of an Alternate Heat Source Assembly for a Brayton Isotope Power System," encompassed the design of an alter-nate heat source assembly (HSA) Intended for use on the Brayton Isotope power system (BIPS) now under development by the AIResearch Hanufacturing Company of Arizona (AIRPHX) under Department of Energy (oOE) contract EY76-C-03-tt23. The BIPS, designed for space application, converts thermal energy emitted by a radio-active material Into electrical energy by means of closed Brayton cycle. The HSA, a major component of the BIPS, accomplishes the transfer of the therm~1 energy from the radioactive heat source to the Brayton cycle working fluid. 
A major component of the HSA Is the heat source heat eXChanger (HSHX). The former concept for the HSHX was a multiple-passage machined fin, constructed of a refractory columbium al loy, C-t03. Part of the study consisted of designing an alternate HSHX configuration. The alternate design, a single-tube helical coil meete of Haste I loy X, has replaced the C-t03 machined fin as the primary HSHX design for the BIPS. 
In addition to the redesign of the HSHX, the thermal and structural per-formance of the remainder of the HSA was analyzed for various nodes of system operation. In p~~ticular, the temperature of the post-Impact containment shell (PICS) was predicted to ensure compl lance with DOE-lmDOsed temperature limits. The PICS. constructed of grit-blasted iridium, is the protective housing for the radioactive fuel. The existing HSA design, exclusive of the HSHX, was ut I I I zed for th I s ana I ys Is. ~11 nor mod I f I cat ions were recommended where app I 1-cable. 
The International System of Units (51) Is used throughout this report. Most of the design and analYSis was performed using customary engineering units. Conditions specified In the statement of work ana the reference cycle are pre-sented In engineering units. Conversion of these specifications to SI units may not reflect the Intended accuracy. For this reason, and for manufacturing considerations, the customary engineering units also are presented in the report. 
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PR~M DESCRIPTION AN) OBJECTIVES 
The function of the HSA Is to transfer heat from an isotope heat source 
(IHSi to the BIPS working fluid, a mixture of xenon and helll.'m with a molecu-
lar weight of 83.8. The IHS is similar to the DOE multi-hundred watt heat 
source with an output power of 2400 W (thermal). The cylindrical IHS is 
surroundpd by the HSHX through which the working fluid flows. Energy is 
received by the HSHX from the IHS by radiation and transferred to the fluid 
stream by forced convection. The HSHX is surrounded by the heat source insu-
lation system (HSIS). The IHS, HSHX, and HSIS are Instal led inside the HSA 
outer container. 
One of the primary goals of the study was the prediction and control of 
the PICS temperature during the various modes of system operation. The PICS 
has a maximum temperature requirsment set by its rate of grain growth, which 
ultimately limits its impact capability. The minimum PICS temperature also 
must be control led hecause the reduced ducti I ity of the iridium at lower tem-
peratures degrades the PICS impact capability. The PICS operating temperature 
ranges assumed tor th~s study were taken from an Eneryy Research and Development 
Acininistrdtion (ERDA-DOE) internal memo. The specified temperature are given in Table 1. 
TABLE 1 
DOE-SPECIFIED PICS OPERATING TEMPERATURES 
Operating mode Max imum, ·C M j n imlMTl, ·C 
Ground hand ling 1200 None 
Launcb and ascent (auxll iary cool ing) 1200 1050 
Norma I operat ion 1200 11 '>0 
Emer~t'ncy cnol ing transient 1000 1150 
EmergtlOcy ct)ol i n9 steady state 1200 1150 
The steady-stdte low~r PICS tomperature I imit of 1150·C m<ly be too restrictive 
and this requirement should probably be reviewed. 
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The study program was designed to meet the fol lowing obJectives: 
(1) Selection of an alternate HSHX configuration and material that would 
provide enhanced reliability and fabrlcabl Iity as compared with t~e 
former concept 
(2) Optimization of the selected design with respt.~ to weight, pressure 
drop, and working fluid o~tlet temperature 
(3) Prediction of the performance of the HSA at steady-state reference 
cycle cond!tlons, Including working fluid, HSHX, and PICS temperatures 
(4) Analysis of +he auxiliary cooling systan (ACS) mode of operation, 
including fll I g~s selection and PICS temperature p~edlctlon 
(5) Evaluation of the effect of the BIPS startup transient and prediction 
of low-cycle fatigue (LCF) life 
(6) AnalySiS of the HSA fueling transient 
(7) Study of the emergency cooling system (ECS) operation to predict the 
PICS temperature excursions 
(8) Resonant frequency and dynamic loading analysis of the HSA and the 
HSHX 
(9) Preparation of a dp.tal led layout drawing of the HSA 
(10) Recommendations for future work for Improvement and verification of 
the HSA des i gn • 
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'THERMAL ANAL YS I S OESCR I PTI ON ANO 0 I SCUSS ION Of RESULTS 
Heat Source Assembly Therma I Model 
The AIRLA general steady-state and transient thermal analyzer computer 
program, H0910, was utilized to perform the required thermal analysis of the 
HSA. The program uses the be~lc lows of conduction, convection, and r~dlatlon 
heat tr~nsfer, along with the laws of heat storage and the conservation of 
energy to solve problems of heat transport an1 storage. It employs the elec-
trical analog technique to convert a thermal system of arbitrary complexity Into 
a network model cons!stlng of resistance and capacitance elements or nodes. The 
steady-state solutions of the thermal model are calculated by the method of suc-
cessive substitution (Gauss-Seidel method), while the transient solutions are 
calculated by an ~pliclt finite-difference technique. The detal led description 
of the program and the methods of solution are presented In appendIx A. The 
fol lowing ere some of the Important features of the program: 
(1) Calculates thor~1 resistance and capacitance from the inputs of 
system geometry and physical properties. 
(2) Calculates the convection heat transfer coefficient from the input 
fluid properties and the flow characteristics. 
(3) Reevaluates the fluid properties at specified time intervals based 
on updated film temperature. 
(4) Calculates the fluid stream pressure drop. 
(5) Thermal conductivity and specific heat of The m~terial may be input 
as a functi~n of node temperature. 
(6) Heat sources may be Input as a function of time or node temperatures. 
(7) Fluid stream weight flow or fluid velocity may be Input as a 
function of time. 
A detailed thermal model of the entire HSA was set up for use with the 
thermal analyzer computer program. In setting up the model, each component is 
divided into an appropriate number of elements in each dimension, and each ele-
ment Is donoted by a node number. The geometric properties (length, area, etc.> 
and physl ca I propert I es (dens I ty, spec I f I cheat, and therma I conduct I vi ty > of 
each elemont, as wei I as the heat transfer mechanisms (conduction, convecti~n. 
and radiation) between the adjacent elements, are Input to the rrogram for cal-
cu lat Ion ()f the res I stance-capac I tance network va I ues. The proqram ca I cu lates 
the temper ature d I str I but Ion and f t u I d pressuf" e drop of the HSA and H5HX for 
the Impostd boundary conditions and specific configuration. 
The (~etalled thermal model was usfid for many of the analysis tasks during 
the study. Modifications were made, where necessary, to reflect the particular 
requlremer·ts of each task. The thermal model was essentlal!y two··dlmensional 
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with elements in the axial and radial planes of the HSA. Elements In the third 
dimension, the HSA circumferential plane, were added where appropriate. The 
models will be discussed In detail for each particular task. 
Heat Source Insulation System 
The HSIS is designed to limit hElat losses from the HSA. The HSIS consists 
of Multi-Foi I insulatlon--numerous parallel layers of a metal I ic foil inter-
spaced with smal I particles of a refr~cto~y oxide. The foil thickness is 
approximately 0.013 mm (0.0005 in.), and the spacing Is around 0.10 to 0.18 mm 
(0.004 to 0.007 in.). The oxide particles prevent adjacent layers of foil from 
contacting each other. The pa~ticles offer a low-~on1uctivity thermal path, 
so the Multi-Foil insulation tends to exhibit the t'l,grmal conductivity of the 
gas between the layers. The thin metal fOils are c~ very low resistance. The 
foil layer$ are wrapped on a mandrel olJtside of the HSHX. 
When the space between the layers is evacuated, the conductivity path is 
only through the oxide particles that contact successive foil layers. Contact 
resistances between the particles and the foil are quite high. Radiative heat 
transfer between layers becomes significant. At high temperatures, rhe amount 
of heat transferred by radiation is much greater than that transferred by 
conduction; the Multi-Fojl insulation thus resembles a series of radiation 
shields. At lower temperatures, both radiation and conduction are important. 
In the thermal analYSis, the heat transfer perpendicular to the plane of 
the foils is modeled as an effective radiation using the heat flux correlation 
dev~loped empirically by the Thermo Electron Corporation (TECO), the manufacturer 
of the foils (SIPS Preliminary Design Review, AIRPHX, July 1976, p. 4.2-10). 
-12 ( 4 4) 1.06 x 10 T - TSINK (1) ¢ = 
-2 2 0.778 N + (1.11 x 10 ) N 
where ~ is the heat flux ~erpendicular to the foils, W/cm2 
T is the heat source temperature, K 
TSINK Is the effgctl ve sink temperature seen by the last cold fol I, K 
N Is the number of foil layers 
Due to the low heat fluxes and large number of foi I layers, the heat 
source temperature in eq. (I) can be Identified with the temperature of the 
huttest feil and the heat sink temperature can be identified with the cold-
est foil ~ith little loss of accuracy. Thus for a given number of fol Is: 
¢ = a F 1 2 (T~ - T~) (2) 
6 
'i 
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where a Is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant 
Th Is the hottest foil temperature 
Tc Is the coldest fol I temperature 
F'2 Is the effective radiation exchange factor for the entire 
foil packet 
The use of eq. (2) greetly simplifies the thermal modeling beclluse the 
Individual foil Illyers need not be divided Into nodlll elements. Heat trllnsfer 
p8rallel to the plane of the foils WlIS not modeled in the thermlll analysis. 
The Multi-Foil Insuilltion for the HSA is In three sepllrllte assembl les--
II cyllndrlclli section and two planllr end sections. The Interfllce between the 
sections Is II potential heet leak rdglon. In most corner deSigns, II series of 
gaps exists at the Intersection of the foil lIssemblles. These gaps lIct liS 
cavities for rlldilltion heat leak. TECO edge loss data (BIPS Prellminllry Design 
Review, AIRPHX, July, 1976, p. 4.2-11) were uti Ilzed in the thermal model to 
account tor the heet leakage. The datll were treated In a manner similar to the 
perpendiculllr heat flux. Edge losses lIlso were Included for the insulat"on 
discontinuity In the region of the BIPS ductlng. The total heat leek from the 
HSA clln be roughly broken down as follows: 50 percent {-rom the ends, 30 pet cent 
from the circumferentllli surface, lind 20 percent from the insulation edges. 
qonflguratlon Study and ClIndidate Selection 
The configurlltion study effort lInalyzed candidllte HSHX designs In suffi-
cient detai I to al low comparative evalulltlon lind selection of the configuration 
of greatrst merit. Three basic designs were analyzed for each of two reference 
cycles representing a high lind a low HSHX working fluid outlet temperature. The 
fluid outlet temperature clln be identified with the turbine Inlet temperature 
(TIT); 8Ctulllly there Is a difference of a few degrees due to duct heat losses. 
The three HSHX conflgurlltlons chosen for detailed anlllysis were the 
single-tube heliclli coli, the hellclll-fiow tube bank, lind the axial-flow tube 
blink. Th.~se are shown In fig. 1. Other conflgurlltlons were Investigated, but 
not studlud In deted I due to what were considered to be Inherer.t dlslIdvantllges. 
Some of these alternllte concepts are shown In fig. 2. The multltube box mani-
fold configurlltlon h~s II IlIrge "lost lIree" region, where the IHS would be 
radillting heat directly to the HSIS. This would tend to Increase the HSA heat 
losses and lIlso Increase the HSHX maximum wlIll temperature. rho multitube tan-
gential start conflgurlltlon exhibits more effective use of the heat transfer 
surfllce bllt would seem to require a quite complex fabrlclltlon tt'ChnlQue with an 
lIttendant reduction In rei lability. The double-row configuration has a Quite 
Ineffective use of the heat transfer area; the tubes facing thp IHS wll I tend 
to run conslderllbly hotter thlln the tubes facing the HSIS. 
Meter lal selectlon.--The proposed materllli of construction tor the high-TIT 
design wa', the refractory columbium lIlioy C-l03. The low-TIT design specified a 
superlliloy mllterlal. Five superlll loys were considered as Cllndidates--Hastel loy 
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Fi~ure 1.--Candidate HSHX Configurations. 
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Figure 2.--Alternate HSHX Concepts. 
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X, Inconel 617, Waspaloy, Hastel loy B, and Haynes Alloy 188. Each of these wrought elloys has adequate strength, ductility, weldebll Ity, formability, and brazeebl Iity to be considered for the HSHX. The materials are discussed briefly below. 
(1) Hastelloy X--A widely used nickel-base alloy. Many gas turbines use Hastel loy X as a combustor can and ductlng material. It is Quite fabrlceble and weldable and Is reedl Iy available in a number of forms. (2) Inconel 617--A relatively new elloy developed to provide high creep strength at temperatures above 815° to 870·C (1500· to !600°F). It Is a nickel-base alloy but has creep strength simi lar to Haynes Alloy 188, a cobalt-base alloy. 
(3) Waspaloy--The only precipitation hardening al loy in the group. At tanperatures of 81SoC (1500°F) and below, it has sutlstan~ially higher creep strength thlln any other alloy In the group. :iuw well it wi! I maintain its strength over long periods of time-~t the 815°C (P;OO·F) temperatur-e range I s unknown. Overag I n9 mt'l occur. 
(4) ~ast~1 lay B--Slmllar to Hastelloy X In t3rms of high-temperature strength. Its chromium content is low (1.0 percent), which indicates it may be less susceptible to loss of strength because of chromium evaporation In a high-temperature, high-vacuum environment. 
(5) Haynes Allay 188--A cobalt-base alloy that exhibits a high post-aged ducti Iity after prolonged exposure in the 760· to 870·C (1400· to 1boo°F) range. A minute addition of lanthanum to the al loy system helps to maintain a tenacious and ;mpervi~us oxide fi 1m. 
Table 2 presents the nominal chemical compositions of these materials. 
TABLE 2 
NOMINAL COMPOSITION OF SUPERALLOYS 
Alloy C Mn SI Cr NI Co Mo • Cb Fe TI AI Zr 
1---._---", 
Haltelloy X 0.10 0.5 0.5 22 &.1 1.5 9.0 0.6 18.') 
I neone I 611 0.07 22 aal 12.' 9.0 1.0 
.alpeloy 0.08 19.5 &., 11.' .. , 
'.0 .. , .06 H.,telloy 8 O.O~ 1.0 1.0 1.0 E:~ 2.5 28 '.0 Heynel O. to 1.2' O.,~ 22 ael ".5 '.0 (La 0.03-0.151 Alloy UI8 
-
After careful considaratlon of the superalloys, It was determined that Ilastelloy X should be selected as the materiel of construction tor the low-TIT case. The choice was greatly influenced by the ~val labi I ity of adequate 
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long-term creep data for Hastel loy X. The material has been used successfully 
for more than two decades In a variety of elevated temperature applications 
requiring high strength. Waspaloy represents a potentially attractive alter-
native exhibiting superior structural properties In the temperature range of 
Interest. However, long-term creep data are sparse and tiXtend for only several 
hundred hours. The lack of a satisfactory data base pr~Iudes further consid-
eration of Waspaloy as an HSHX material at this time. 
The HSHX will be ~posed to a space vacuum during operation. Under high 
temperature and vacuum conditions, evaporation of the more volatile components 
of Hastel loy X, such as chromium, may cause subsurface roroslty to develop after 
a period of time. Changes In surface composition can cause formation of com-
pounds and phases that affect surface duct I Iity and consequently fatigue resist-
ance. Based on current knowledge of the evaporation behavior of Hastel loy X, a 
maximum operating temperature of 788°C (1450°F) has been specified. No maximum 
operatln~l temperature Is s~eclfled by the C-I03 designs. 
DeSign conditions.--The reference cycle conditions used for the configura-
tion study are presented in table 3. As previously mentioned, separate TIT 
levels Wfre used for the two HSHX materials. It should be noted that the cycle 
conditions are for a single HSA in a two-HSA SIPS configuration whi Ie the pres-
sure containment requirement Is for a three-HSA SIPS configuration. The working 
fluid is the specified BIPS Xe-He mixture with a molecular weight of 83.8. The 
overall axial length of the HSHX is fixed by the BIP~ duct-to-duct center I Ine 
distance of 40.34 em (15.88 in.). The assumed surface emissivities represent 
untreated C-I03 and roughened and oxidized ~astel loy X. 
TABLE 3 
OESIGN POINT FOR HSHX CONFIGURATION STUDY 
Flow rate, 9/s (Ibis) 
Inlet temperature, °C (OF) 
Minimum outlet temperature, °C (OF) 
Maximum metal temperature, ·C (OF) 
Inlet pressure, MP~ (psia) 
Presc;urt' containment requirement, 
MPa (pSI(!) 
Pressure drop gee I (0.3 percent 
AP/P), I,Pa (ps i) 
HSHX sur'face emissivity 
C-I03 
44.18 <0.0974) 
677 ( 1250) 
871 ( 1600) 
----
0.3796 (55.05) 
0.793 (115) 
1. 14 (0.165) 
0.4 
H~stelloy X I 
53.02 (0.1169) 1 
----
704 ( 13(0) 
188 ( 1450) 
0.434 (63.0) 
0.793 (115) 
1.30 (0.189) 
l).8 
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Different approaches were fol lowed In HSHX design for the two materials 
of construction. For the e-l03, a constant fluid Inlet temperature was assumed 
with the goal of minimizing the HSHX wal I temperature. For the Hastel loy X, a 
maximum wall temperature was assumed with the goal of maximizing the HSHX fluid 
outlet temperature. It should be noted that tho fluid temperature rise In the 
HSHX (and hence, heat transfer rate) Is largely dependent on the Insulation 
effectiveness and Is relatively Insensitive to the heat eXChanger design. For 
the configuration study, the HSIS was assumed to consist of 110 layers of Multl-
Foil In su lat Ion. 
Axial-flow tube bank.--In the axial-flow HSHX. a series of straight tubes 
Is located around the circumference of the IHS. Toroidal type manifolds are 
required, as shown In fig. 1. The Inner toroidal surface has a few mm cl~rance 
around the IHS. Sufficient land is required between tubes so that they can be 
attached to the manifolds and maintain structural integrity. The tube separation 
re~ults in a direct radiation path between the lHS and the HSIS. 
The manifolds are the cause of some of the disadvantages and problems 
assoclatt-d with this design. It Is necessary to carefully size the mllnifolds 
to minimize flow maldlstrlbution. Sizing was performed using the AIRLA manifold 
design computer program Xl000, described In appendix B. Flow distribution con-
siderations are discussed later in this section. The manifolds tend to use up 
a significant portion of the allowable working fluid pressure drop, whi Ie pro-
viding little additional heat transfer. In addition to wasting pressure drop, 
this slt~ation Intenslfl~s floy distribution problems since maldlstrlbution 
is closely related to the ratlc of manifold pressure losses to heat exchanger 
core pre~sure drop. 
The poor heat transfer conductance In the manifolds results In high 
m~nlfold metal temp~ratures, with the outlet manifold becoming the HSHX hot 
spot. for· the Hash'lloy X design, the outlet manifold was assumed to be Insu-
I ated, br I ng I ng thE' man I fa I d temperature below the max i mum tubt' wa II tempera-
ture. The Insulation was assumed to be 10 layers of Multl-foi I shielding. 
The thermal model constructed for the axlal-f low tube bank Is shown In 
f j g. 3. On I y one heat exchanger tube I s shown; the wa I I temperdtures and work-
! ng flu I d t tmperatures and f lows are assumed I dent I ca I for all tubes. The tube 
shown Is n radians from the duct loc6tlon, at the region of lowest velocity In 
the manlfuld. Each tube Is divided Into two radial sectlons--an Inner section 
that faces the IHS, and an outer section that faces the insulation. Fluid nodes 
are shown in the center ot the tube and In the manifolds. The outlet manifold 
Insulation Is not shown, but is Incorporated In the model for the Hastelloy X 
dG~!gn. 
Slncl' the Pies temperatures were not investigated In the conf Iguratlon 
study tas~, a simplified model of the IHS was used. The model consisted only 
of Interndl and surf."ce nodes. The two IHS end nodes represent the laminated 
end crush-ups and tht' graph I te support plates. The support plates are not 
physlcall\ part of the IHS. 
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Figure 3.--Multltube HSA Thermal Model. 
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Heet Is transferred by radiation from the IHS to the HSHX, from the HSHX 
to the HSIS, and from the IHS to the HSIS through the gaps between the tubes. 
Radiation exchange factors were calculated for the different connections. 
Heet transfer In the HSHX Is characterized by conduction In the tube and 
manifold walls, Internal radiation from the Inner tube node to the outer tube 
node, and forced convection between the working fluid and the wal Is. In the 
manifolds, the fluid velocity decreeses with circumferential distance from the 
entrance (Inlet manifold) or exit (outlet manifold) port. Thus, the heat trans-
fer coefficient wll I also decreese. The thermal model considers the location 
w radians from the ports, where the velocity Is lowest and the heet transfer 
poorest. Because the fluid Is almost stagnant, conduction should be the pri-
mary mode of heet transfer. This conservative approach yields the minimum 
fluid temperature Increase and the maximum manifold wal I temperature. 
Pressure drop In the manifold region Inlcudes losses for transitions 
between the connecting ducts and the manifolds, flow frictional losses In the 
manifolds, and turning losses between the manifolds and the heat exchanger 
tubes. These losses are calculated with the aid of the AIRLA manifold design 
computer program, X1000 (appendix B). 
The heat transfer and pr~ssure drop for the tubes are calculated by the 
thermal analyzer program from Input values of the tube Colburn moGulus and 
Fanning friction factor, respectively. In order to enhance the heat transfer 
characteristics of the axial tubes, ring dimples are assumed In the model. 
AIRLA ha~ fabricated rinq-dimpled tubes of various diameters and materials. 
The dimples are formed In the tube wal I by a rol ling process that changes the 
tube wal I structure only slightly. Dimple geometry can be varied in both spac-
ing and cepth over wide ranges. A sketch of a ring-dimpled tube is shown In 
fig. 4. As a point of comparison, the axial t~be bank ring dimple design has 
a Reynolcs number of around 2000. At this Reynolds number, the dimpled tube 
Colburn ~dulus is about twice that of a smooth tube. Ring dimpling Increases 
the pres~ure drop by a factor of about 2.7 over that for a smooth tube. 
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Figure 4.--Rlng-Dlmpled Tube Geometry. 
_,_ • end 5 ....,.Iz. _. ,,'-optl.lzed _lei-flow tube bank design'. 
It\e t-103 end .... t.lloy )t CIOftflguretlon ..... ,." .... elCCept for the outl.t 
__ Ifold Insul.tlon for 1M .... ,.. .. 01 X ca... Th •• t.ctrst.t. HSA t ..... tur • 
. ' tM'OfU ...... ...". In flaa. 5 end 6 fer the C-I03 .nd He.t.lloy X de.lgn •• 
,....t .•. y. The Inn .. end out .. IUf'fec ........ tur ••• Iong with the working 
·.h •• ea·'..,. ...... r .... *'-" fer the h.t exchengr. Th. Mftltold .etel tw-
............. ehownJ how .... the .. ltold Inaul.tlon ........ tu,. •• for the 
. lIIstelloy X _11 .... tlon ... not shown. Th. heat INChIng ... con.l.t of 83 
.. ,£,.li/,~ ... Iag-dl.'" tubes. 6.]' _ (0.25 In.) In ell...,... Th. tube end _nlfold Will 
"'iitt'ckMu nII.'r .. " ........... 'ned by • pressure cont.,,..t ene'ysl., which 
,. fUICU ..... In the structure. "'.'YII •• ectlon. 
80th des'gn' Mit the fluid outl.t .....,...tur. requlr ... t. of 871-c 
(1100-') fell" the C-t03 HSt« end 704-c O]OO·F) for the .... t.lloy X HSHX. The' 
pr ...... drop p" er. achieved w.th the Mftlfold. using about 50 p .. c ... t of 
the .t'ORb ... 
"'''cal-f'ae tube benk.-In the hellc.l-flow tube bank, • s .. les of tubes 
t. hnt Into. het lcel col i 10 thlt .ch tube lIIke. _ectly one CCIIIIpl.te turn 
around the IMS. 1'h4t 'toroIdal .. ltolds require $p(.,~e betw.- the tubes In the 
aanlfold region for tube att.c:haent. 
If the tubes ere col led Into. h., he of • partlcul.r engle, howeYr, the 
tubes will be 'n contect ov .. MOst of the heat IKCh.ng ........ gth .s can be seen 
In fig. 1. Th. required engle Is • function of the nu'" of tubes used and 
the tube dl ....... to-c:oll dl..., .. r.tlo. With the tubes In contact, essen-
't •• llyaU of the rad •• tlon .Itted froll the IHS In the radial direction Is 
abtarbed by the HSHX. 
The tube curvatur. enhances the h .. t transf .. and Increases the pressure 
drop. Because the tubes are col 'ed, the actual f low length Is consldrably 
greater than tor the straight-tube configuration. This also tends to 'ncreese 
both the heat 'tren.f .. conductance and the pressure drop. Thus, the tube dla .... 
.t .. s er. _.what I arg.. thin for the stral ght tube In ordr to m .. t the 
pressur. drop requlr--.t. 
Th ... ltold conald ... tlona er. al.llar 10 those for the straight tube 
bank. To att.ln flow unlfOl"'lllty by balancing th ... nltold.r.s, It Is neces-
ary for tech tube 10 heve the a. r.latlv. poSition In both the Inl.t and 
outlet _nltold.. This requlr. en Integra' nUMb .. of turns. A single turn 
WII chosen, due 10 the 1I.lted pressure drop allowance. 
Tha th .... , MOde' for the helical-flow tube bank Is similar to that for 
the _I.'-flow tube bank (see fig., ]). Although HSHX sv-etrv is not precIse 
In the HSA clrewf .. entlal dlrectlen, the t.p .. ature v.rlatlnn In this dIrec-
tion .ould be quite _II COIIPIIIred 10 the axial t .. prature varIation. Thus. 
the two-dl .... alona' HSt« MOdel w.s d .. ..s sultabl. for the he'lca' tub. bank. 
Th. ICtAl curved tube II repr.unted by • straight tube In the th.-.' model; 
the 1e ...... 1 tube f low length II used. 
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TABLE 4 
AXIAL-FLOW 1lJBE BAN< DESIGN 
Numb.. of tubes 
Tube 00, mm Cln.) 
Dimpl. spacing, mm Cln.) 
Dimple depth, mm (In.) 
Tube cent"-1o-center spec lng, II1II Cln.) 
Cent .. line tube dIameter, an Cln.) 
Tube 'ength, an Cln.) 
Inlet manifold 10, mm Cln.) 
Inlet manifold wall thIckness, mm Cln.) 
Outlet manifold 10, mm (In.) 
Outlet manifold wal' thickness, mm (In.) 
TABLE 5 
AXIAL-FLOW TUBE BANK PERFORMANCE 
C-l03 
Tube wall thickness, mm Cln.) 0.254 (0.010) 
Weight- (Including menlfolds), kg Clb) 3.2 C7.1) 
Fluid Inlet temperature, °C COF) 677 ( 1250) 
FlUid outlet temperature, °C COF) 884 (1623) 
Maximum tube wa" temperature, 0C COF) 931 ( 1708) 
Maximum manifOld temperature, °C (OF) 941 ( 1725) 
Tube pressure drop, kPa (psi) 
0.538 (0.078) 
Total pressure drop, kPa Cpsl) 
1.14 CO.165) 
Maximum Circumferential 
·C COF) tube grad I ant, 10 (18) 
HSA heat loss, percent 5.2 
Maximum IHS surface temperature, 
·C (OF) 959 (1759) 
·'nclUdes a wrap-up weIght of 0.45 kg (lIb) 
16 
83 
6.35 (0.25) 
9.53 (0.375) 
0.38 (0.015) 
8.89 CO.35) 
23.5 (9.26) 
36.6 (14.40) 
27.8 C1. 095) 
0.33 CO.013) 
41.1 (1.62) 
1.40 CO.055) 
Haste. loy X 
0.254 (0.010) 
3.0 (6.6) 
577 (1070) 
752 ( 1386) 
787 ( 1449) 
778 ( 1443) 
0.565 (0.082) 
1.23 (0.179) 
20 (36) 
3.7 
847 (1557) 
TEMPERATURES IN °c 
NOTES: W. 44.18 9/SEt (0.0974 la/SEc) 
P • 0.3796 MP. (55.0S PSIA) 
S INK TEMPERATURE • 4goc (SSOOR) 
TEMPERATURES IN oR 
Figure 5.--C-t03 Axial-Flow Tube Bank HSA Temp.rature Profile. 
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TEMPEMTURES IN °c 
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NOTES: W. 53.02 9/5EC (0.1169 Le/SEC) 
P • 0.434 MPa (63.0 PSIA) 
5 INK TEMPERATURE • 4gDc (SSOOR) 
OUTLET HANIFOLD COVERED WITH 10 
LA YERS OF HULT I-FO IL INSULAT ION 
rEMPERATURES IN oR 
Figure 6.--Hastelloy X Axial-Flow Tube Bank HSA Temperature Prof I Ie. 
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For 'the he' Ice' tubes, 'the flffects of tube curvature on heat trensfer end 
pressure drop must be considered. The hel fca I tube bank design has a Reynolds 
number of about 3500. Thfs Is well wfthfn the lamfnar flow regIme since the 
tube curveture Increases the trensltlon Reynolds number. SrInivasan, et. el. 
(ref. 1) gIve 'the trensltlon Reynolds number for hellcel cofls, Ret, as: 
Ret • 2100 [1 + 12 (d/O)O.'] 
where d Is the tube 10, and C Is the mean coil diemeter. For the design 
curvature, the transitIon Reynolds number Is around 6500. 
For pres.sure drop In the lamInar regime, the conelatlon of Kubelr and VerrIer (ref. 2) Is used: 
f .. 0.7716 [8KP (3.553 dlO)]Re-O• 5 (4 ) 
where f Is the Fanning friction factor. 
As a point of comperlson, at a Reynolds number of 3500, eQ. (4) predicts 
a friction factor of 0.0146. The straight-tube friction factor at this ReynOlds number I s around 0.007. 
For heat transfer, the theoretical analysis of Mori and Nakayama (ret. ~) 
for fully develOPed laminar flow is used. The flow is likely to be tully dev-
elOPed CIOSd to the Inlet because the curvature aids In reducing the th~rmal 
and hydrodynamic entry length (ref. 4). The corrp.latlon is: 
NU/Nu 
s 
z 
where NlJ I S the Nusselt number 
'" 
1 
. -5 
0.1978 0.5 
Z On (5 ) 
2 + - -1 ( { [ '0 JO.5} Pr 2 , (6 ) 
Nus Is the straight-tube Nusselt number, equal to 4.364 for uniform h{~t flux for fully develOPed laminar flow 
Pr IS the Prandtl number 
Z is the ratio of thermal and hydrodynamic bc~ndary layer thicknesses, 
equal to one for a Prandtl number of one 
On I s the Dean number g I V8f\ by 
en .. Re Cd/O)O.S 
(7) 
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The Colburn modulus, J, Is related to the Nusselt number by: 
J = NuRe- 1 Pr-1/ 3 (8) 
As a point of comparison, at a Reynolds number of 3500, eqs. (5) through 
(8) predict a Colburn modulus of 0.00347. The straight-tube Colburn modulus 
at this Reynolds number is oround 0.0023. 
Tables 6 and 7 summarize the semi-optimized hel ical-flow tube bank designs. 
The C-l03 and Har.telloy X configurations are similar, except for the outlet 
manifold insulation for the Hastelloy X case. The steady-state HSA temperature 
profi les are shown in figs. 7 and e for the C-l03 and Hastelloy X designs, 
respectively. A single tube of the heat exchanger Is shown. For convenience, 
the tube Is viewed straight, although the actual tube is curved and of much 
greater length than shown. The inner and outer surface temperatures along with 
the working fluid temperatures are shown for the heat exchanger. The manifold 
metal temperatures are shown; however, the manifold insulation temperatures for 
the Hastelloy X configuration are not shown. The heat exchanger desi£ns consist 
of 39 tubes, 7.94 mm (0.3125 in.) In diameter, each making one turn around the 
IHS. A conceptual design drawing is shown in fig. 9. The tube and manifold 
wall thickness requirements were determined by a pressure containment analysis, 
which is discussed in the structural analysis section. 
Both designs meet the fluid outlet temperature requirements of 8710C 
(1600°F) for the C-l03 HSHX and 704°C (1300°F) for the Hastelloy X HSHX. The 
pressure drop is somewhat greater than the deSIgn goal. The manifolds use 
close to 50 percent of the pressure drop. 
Single-tube helica! coi I.--In this design, a single tube is wrapped around 
the IHS in the shape of a tightly wc""d hel ix, The separation between successive 
turns of the coi I is very small so 1"dt very I ittle radiation is transferred 
directly fran the IHS to the HSIS. The single tube has essentially no flow 
distribution problem and negligible manifold pressure drop. Thus, al I of the 
pressure drop can be expended In the heat exchanger proper to yield maximum 
heat transfer conductance. The relatively severe tube curvature enhances the 
heat transfer coefficien1 and Increases the pressure drop. See fig. 1 for a 
sketch of this configuration. 
The HSHX manifolds are essentially extensions of the heat exchanger itself 
with high heat transfer conductances. Thus, the manifolds need not be insulated 
to meet the maximum wal I temperature requirement for the Hastel loy X design. 
For the single-helical-tube heat exchanger there is a significant variation 
in +emperature profi Ie In the circumferential direction. A modified three-
dimensional model Is used for thermal analysis. The IHS surface and the heat 
excnallger are divided Into four circumferential nodes, in addition to the radial 
and axial nodes simi lar to the multltube model. The remainder of the HSA model 
is essentially two-dimensional and Identical to the multltube configuration. 
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TABLE 6 
HELICAL-FLOW TUBE BANK DESIGN 
Number of tu bes 
Number of turns 
Tube 00, "'" (In.) 
Centerline coli dlemeter, em (In.) 
Tote I tube length, em (In.) 
Helix engle, redlens 
I n I et men I f 0 I diD, "'" (I n. ) 
Inlet menlfold well thickness, "'" (In.) 
Outlet menlfold 10, "'" (In.) 
Outlet menlfold well thickness, mm (In.) 
TABLE 7 
HELICAL-FLOW TUBE BANK PERFORMANCE 
C-l03 
39 
1 
7.94 (0.3125) 
23.5 (9.26) 
83.8 (33.0) 
0.433 
27.8 (1.095) 
0.36 (0.014) 
41. 1 (1.62) 
1.40 CO.055) 
Hastelloy X 
Tube well thickness, "'" (In.) 0.279 (0.011) 0.254 (0.010) 
Weight· (InCluding menlfolds), kg (Ib) 
Fluid Inlet temper~ture, -C (-F) 
Fluid outlet tempereture, -C (-F) 
Mexlmum tube well tampereture, -C (-F) 
Maximum menlfold tempereture, -C (-F) 
Tobe pressure drop, kPe (psi) 
Total pressure drop, kPe (ps!) 
Mexlmum clrcumferentlel tube gredlent, 
-C (- F) 
HSA hCMt loss, percent 
Mexlmum IHS surfece tamp8l"eture, eC (eF) 
·'nc/udes e wrap-up weight of 0.45 kg (lib) 
3.9 (8.5) 
677 ( 1250) 
884 (1623) 
951 ( 1744) 
958 (1757) 
0.772 (0.112) 
1 • 37 (0. 199 ) 
25 (45) 
5.3 
975 ( 1787) 
3.4 (7.5) 
542 (100) 
718 ( 1374) 
788 ( 1450) 
757 ( 1394) 
0.745 (0.108) 
1 • 39 ( 0.20 1 ) 
43 (78) 
3.5 
837 (1538) 
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After some prell mlnary study, a hellca I coil with 10 turns was sel ected as the most promising design. The thermel model constructed for the configuration study Is shown In fig. 10. The 10 turns of the helical coil are represented by 10 torolds of circular cross section divided Into four quadrents. Eech quadrant Is divided Into two red lei sectlons--an Inner section that faces the heat source and an outs· section thet faces the Insuletlon. Within each turn, the nodes listed first are for the Inner heat transfer surfece, the nodes listed next ere for the working fluid, end the final nodes are for the outer heat trensfer surfece. 
The heat transfer resistive paths ere set up In e menner enelogous to thet previously described for the multltube models. The short menlfold sections ere considered to be pert of the heat exchanger tube. The Reynolds number In the tube is Quite high (ebove 25 000) so the_flow regime Is definitely turbulent. For pressure drop, the correlation of Ito (ref. 5) Is used: 
f = 0.079 (d/O)O.1 Re-0•2 (9) 
At e Reynolds number of 25 ~~v, eq. (9) predicts e friction fector about 35 percent greater then thet for e stre Ight tube. 
For heat trensfer, the correletlon of Seban end Mcleughlln (ref. 4) Is used: 
Nu = 0.023 ReO•S5 PrO•4 (d/O)O.1 (10) 
At ~ Reynolds number of 25 000, eqs. (10) end (S) predict e Colburn modu lu s ebout 30 percent greater then for e streight tube. 
Tebles 8 and 9 sunwnerlze the semi-optimized single-tube helical col I d si gr .. The C-l03 and Hastel loy X configurations are similar. The steady-state HSA tempereture profiles ere shown In figs. 11 end 12 for the C-l03 and Hastel loy X designs, respectively. The temp~ratures listed for each turn repres nt t~e ranges within the coil; the working fluid Is heated as it flows ar und th turn. In eech turn, the first temperatures II sted ere for the inner heat transfer sur-fece (feclng the IHS), the next temperetures ere for the working fluid, and the flnel temperatures ere for the outer heat tr~nsfer surface (fac ing the HSIS). The heat exchengers consist of a single coiled tube of 43.18 mm (1.70 in.) dia-meter. The tube wei I thickness requirements were determined by e pressure con-tainment analysis, which Is discussed In the structure I enelysl section. 
Both designs m et the fluid outlet temperature requirement of 871°C (1600-F) for the C-l03 HSHX t.lnd 704-C (1300-F) for the Hastelloy X HSH • The pressure drop goe I s ere met • . 
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Figure IO.--Sing le-Tube Hel leal Col I HSA Thermal Model. 
TABLE 8 
SINGLE-TUBE HELICAL COIL DESIGN 
Number of turns 
Tube 00, mm (In.) 
Centerline coil diameter, em ( In.) 
Total tube length, em (In.) 
TABLE 9 
10 
43.18 (1.10) 
23.9 (9.41) 
162 (300) 
SINGLE-TUBE HELICAL COIL PERFORMANCE 
Tube w~11 thickness, mm (in.) 
Tube weight, kg (Ib) 
Fluid Inlet temper~ture, ec (eF) 
F I ul d out let temperature. eC ( 'n 
Pressur drop ~ kP~ (psi) 
Maximum met~1 temperature, °c (ef) 
Maximum c ircumferential tube gradient, ec (ef) 
HSA heat loss, percent 
Maximum IHS surface temperature, ec (eF) 
C-l03 
1.09 (0.043) 
9.75 (21.5) 
671 ( 1250) 
886 (1626 ) 
1 • 13 ( O. 164 ) 
916 (1680) 
52 (93) 
4.6 
960 (1760) 
Hlistelloy X 
1.35 (0.053) 
11 • 1 ( 24.4) 
578 ( 1073) 
754 (1 90) 
1.21 (0.17 5) 
786 (1447) 
56 (1 0 1) 
3.4 
824 (1515) ~----------------------------------- . ~~--------~~--------~ 
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Flow dlstrlbutlon.--The attainment of uniform flow distribution Is an 
Important consideration for the multltube c~nflgur~tlons. Flow maldlstrlbutlon 
wll I result In higher surface temperatures In the tubes with low mass flow. In 
addition to the direct effect of the higher metal temperature, the the"mal gradi-
ents wll I be Increased, thereby Influencing the structural Integrity of the unit. 
Also, flow maldlstrlbutlon may cause an Increase In the overall pressure drop. 
The flow distribution Is controlled by the flow areas of the manifolds. 
This Is illustrated in the fol lowing discussion. Consider fig. 13, which 
shows typical heat ~changer manifold configurations. Fig. 13a shows that 
all elements of the f low stream ~perlence a common pressure at the heat 
~changer inlet, PI' and a common pressu r e at the heat exchanger outlet, P2' 
Consequently, the pressure loss through all flow streams must be identical, 
i.e., PI - P2' If two flow paths have different resistance characteristics 
the flow is apportioned as necessary to balance the overal I pressure drop. 
Thus, in fig. 13a, the remote path A wil I receive a sma I ler portion of the 
total fiow than the more direct path B. 
Pressure losses fall into two categories: (1) frictionai (or viscous 
shear) and (2) kinetic energy. In practical heat exchanger design, fr icti onal 
losses are usually predominant in the core (or heat transfer matrix) and 
kinetic nergy losses predominate in the manifolds; however, al I losses must 
be considered for optimum design. As a general design guideline, reasonably 
uniform f low distribution can be achieved by designing manifolds such that 
their loss characteristics are low, relative to the frictional loss character-
Istics of the core. The disadvantage of this Is th~t for some configurations, 
the physical size of the manifolds must be larger than would be the case if 
detai led analysis were appl ied. Consider, for example, cases In which the 
orientation of supply and discharge lines must be perpendicular, rather than 
parallel, to the direction of the flow through the heat eXChanger core. Typical 
amples re shown in fig. 13b. In both of these cases, the cross-sectional 
nifold area available for distribution of the flow Is proportional to the 
sinai I dl enslon Y rather than, as In the case of parallel supply and discharge, 
the larg dimension X. Since both frictional and kinetic energy losses are 
proportional to the SQuare of the flow stream velocity, this has a profound 
effect on the manifold losses. Unless core frictional losses are very high, 
thl3 confi ~J uratlon shown In fig. 13b Is inherently inferior to that shown in 
fig. 13a. 
In c mparing t he configurations of fig. 13b, the inltl~1 impression Is 
that dist r ibution of the Z-flow configuration Is superior to that of the U-flow, 
because 0 the latt r's disparity with respect to the ratio of extreme flow 
path leng hs. In Z-flow, all flow streams have rhe same path length. In fact, 
how ver, U-flow Is superior to Z-flow. This Is due to a factor heretofore 
neglected , I.e., the conversion of velocity pressure to static pressure. It 
Is observ d in fig. 13 that the Inlet velocity pressure acts In the direction 
of core f low; it Is therefore available to assist the circulation directly. 
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For constant-ar~, uniform-flow manifolds, the inlet manifold velocity 
pressure is much larger than the cutlet manifold velocity pressure. Thus, if 
the density change is not too great, the inlet manifold flow area wil I be 
smal ler t~an the outlet manifold area. With this in mind, the design tech-
nique involves assigning an area for the outlet manifold (such that the 
envelope requirements arc met) and finding the best inlet manifo!d area. 
The AIRLA manifold design computer program, Xl000, was used for manifold 
sizing. The calculations include the effects caused by frictional losses in 
the manifolds. Because the toroidal manifolds ere curved, friction factors 
for flow through curved tubes are used. Due to the decreasing flow velocity, 
the flow is turbulent near the manifold open end and laminar near the closed 
end. In the turbulent region, Ito's correlation, eq. (9), Is used. In the 
lamillar region, White's anpirical formula as given by Ito (ref. 5) is used. 
The relatively severe manifold curvature is beyond the range of the correlation 
of Kubair and Varrier (ref. 2). 
The overal I pressure drop Is determined by summing the heat exchanger 
core losses, the manifold turning and frictional losses predicted using comp-
puter program Xl000, and the transition losses between the manifolds and the 
connecting ducts. The latter ~re quite significant due to the high losses 
associatP.d '.oIith diverging and converging branched flow (ref. b). Computer 
" program Xl000 is described in appendix B. 
Candidate comparison and selection.--A comparision of the candidate 
designs is presented in table 10. It can be sean that the axial-flow tube bank 
is clearly the better of t~e two multltube designs. The weight and thermal per-
formsnce are sup~- lcr to the hel ical-flow tube bank. The HSIS is so effective 
that the direct impingement of radia~ion f,Qm +~~ IHS on the HSIS in the axial-
flow design does not substantially increase the thermal losses. The heat is 
essentially re-radiated to the back side of the HSHX by the insulation. For the 
C-l03 de ign, the axial tube bank heat leak is actually lower than the hel ical 
tube bank heat leak. This is a result of the lower HSHX wal I temperature due 
to superior heat transfer for the ring-dimpled axial tube bank. 
A comparlsion of the a~dal-flow tube bank with the single-tube hel ical coi I 
indicates substa:ltially 5imi lar thermcsl performance. The axlal-f low maximum 
metal temperat ' ' e for the C-l03 desi gn exists on the outlet manifold, which is 
not insulated. Use ~f insulation as In the Hastel loy X design would lower the 
maximum metal temperature. 
It ca~ be seen that the axial-flow tube bank offers a substantial weight 
Savings over the single-tube ~ol ical r.oi I. Nevertheless, the selected design 
Is the single-tube hel ical col I. The inh~rent simplicity and potential struc-
tural Integrity and rei iabi Iity of th& single-tube design are considered to be 
of greater importance than the minlzatlon of weight. The multitube design 
requires over one hundred tube-to-manlfold welds representing a large number of 
potential problem areas. The single-tube design has other advantages including 
no flow distribution problans, no requirement for manifold Insul~tlon, and neg-
ligible manifold pressure drop. 
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were acquired trom the BIPS program offlc~ at AIRPHX (J. Lloyd, BIPS-GOS 
Coordination Memo A056', November 2' , 1977) and ar given blow: 
Aw ., C)( A(AP/P) ( 11) 
AW • 0 )( AT (1 2 ) 
where AW Is the change In equivalent weight 
A(AP/P) Is th chang In percent pressur drop 
AT Is the chenge In fluid outlet temperetur 
C • -9 . 07 for AW In kg end -20 for AW In Ib 
o c 0.408 for AW In kg end AT In ·C end O. f r AW In Ib end AT In • 
Eq. ( 11) Indl cet s thet API could b Incr ed y 0. 2 
coo Id b saved In w Ight. Eq. (1 ) Indlcet thet th 
cou Id be lowered by 0.5 ·C (l.F) If 0. 22 kq (0 . Ib) c 
Th velu for 0 is t e fluid outl t tomp etur of 7 
b seen to be the epproxlmet velu etteinebl f r th 
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Steedy-Stete Results 
With the selection of the optimized HSHX design, the steedy-stute H5A 
thermal nalysls wes performed. The HSA thermel model wes' updllted to Include 
the late t Informetlon on the HSA components. The complete th p.rmel model Is 
shown In fig. 15. Table 14 lists the c'Oft'Iponent materials used II , the model. 
The number of fol I layers In the H51S was reduced to 60, reflecting the 
lower temperature superalloy HSHX cycle conditions. A Hastel loy X Inner support 
mandrel for the HS I S was I nc: I uded in the model for both the cy II ndr I ce I end 
>Ienar Insulation. 
The number of HSHX radial nodes wes Increased from 2 to 4 per turn. This 
Improvem nt resulted In 160 HSHX nodes, elong with 41 fluid nodes. 
A detal led model of the IHS wes prepared to enable accurate prediction 
of the PICS temperatures. The IHS model Is strictly two-dimensional, as the 
circumferential nodes on the surface were found to be unnecessary (note the 
sma I I circumferential temperature variation in fig. 12). Within the IHS, heat 
is transferred primarily by radiation, with solid conduction heat transfer where 
appropriate. The partial pressur of helium released by the radioactive decay 
of the plutonium dioxide fuel Is assumed to be too low to offer a significant 
conductive peth within the IHS. 
A key assumption that has e :. gnlficant effect on the predicted PICS tem-
perature is the emissivity of the PICS surface. According to Mound Laboratory 
(personal communication, E.W. Johnson, December 16, 1977), a reasonable value 
for the suface emissivity of the grit-blasted Iridium is 0.28. This valu e was 
assumed for th e study. The thermophyslcal properties for the various form s 
of graphite used in the IHS were obtained from the General Electric ompany 
(R.J. Hemler, S IPS-GOS Coordination Memo G0161, December 12, 1977). 
Using the complete thermal model, a steady-state HSA thermal map was pro-
duced bas d on the reference design conditions given in table 11. Pre sur 
drop and h~t transfer In th HSHX were predicted using eqs. (9) and (10), 
respectlv Iy. The average heat transfer coefficient In the heat exchanger tube 
was 108 W/ (m2- K) [19 Btu/(hr-SQ ft-OF)]. A heat sink temperature for the HSA 
of 49°C (120°F) was assumed. 
The Thermal map Is presen ~ed In fig. 16 for al I HSA components except 
the HSHX. The HSHX temperatures are listed In tables 1~ and 16 for 51 and 
customary engineering units, respectively. The HSHX nodal locations are 
Indicated in fi g . 17. Eech of the 10 heat exchanger turns is divided Into 
four Quadrants In the col I circumferential (fluid flow) direction nd four 
sections in the tube circumferential direction. The fluid temperatures are 
con s I dar . un I form with I n each Quadrant. 
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Figure 15.--HSA Thermal Model. 
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Canponent 
TABLE 14 
HSA C04PONENTS 
Post-Impact containment shel I (PICS) 
Graphite impact shell (GIS) 
Reta I n i n9 r I n9 
Aeroshell 
Abl ation sleeve 
Canp I I ance pad 
End crush-up 
Aeroshe I I end cap 
Support plate 
Fiber insulation 
End spacer 
Preload nut 
End enclosure (spider) 
Supp rt f langa 
End dorne 
Insulation mandrel 
HSIS 
Outer shell 
HSHX 
Mater lal 
Iridium 
Thornel-50 
Pyrocarb-508 
Poco AXF-5Q 
Pyrocarb-406 
Thornel-50 
Pyrocarb-508 
Poco AXF-5Q 
Poco AXF-50 
Astro-quartz 
Zirconia 
Inconel X-750 
Titanium 
Titan ium 
locka Iloy 
Hastelloy X 
Muiti-Fol I insuldtlon 
locka Iloy 
Hastelloy X 
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TEMPERATURES IN °c 
NOTES: W = 51.78 9/SEC (0.1142 LB/SEC) 
P = 0.4267 MPa (61.89 PSIA) 
SINK TEMPERATURE = 49CC (58oPR) 
E = 0.8 
TEMPERATURES IN oR 
Figure 16.--Steedy-St~te HSA Tempe ~t ure Prof I Ie. 
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TABLE 15 
HSHX TEMPERATURES, ·C 
Temperature at circumferential position 
Tube Quadrant Fluid 
No. position <Aot of s«t. A B C 
0 
Inlet 581 
1 588 652 619 614 621 
2 595 655 623 617 624 
3 601 658 628 622 628 
4 607 661 
r, 
"26 632 
1 612 664 634 624 634 
2 2 617 667 637 627 
637 
3 621 669 641 630 641 
4 626 672 6U 634 644 
1 630 681 651 640 651 
3 2 635 684 655 644 
655 
3 639 686 658 646 658 
4 644 689 661 650 661 
1 648 698 669 657 669 
4 2 652 700 672 661 672 
3 657 702 675 664 675 
4 661 705 678 666 678 
1 665 713 685 675 685 
5 2 670 716 689 677
 689 
3 674 717 691 680 6
91 
4 677 720 694 683 694 
1 682 731 702 692 702 
6 2 687 733 706 695 
706 
3 6~1 735 709 697 709 
4 695 737 711 700 711 
1 699 744 718 708 7iJ 
7 2 703 746 721 711 
721 
3 707 749 724 714 
724 
4 711 750 726 716 726 
1 715 757 733 72' 733 
8 2 719 759 736 726
 136 
3 722 761 739 729 139 
4 726 763 741 HI 741 
1 730 761 747 740 747 
9 2 734 771 750 7'2 
750 
3 737 772 752 7U 752 
4 740 774 755 7'6 755 
1 745 783 765 760 764 
10 2 749 785 767 763 
767 
, 753 787 769 765 770 
4 756 788 770 767 772 
Out let 756 
TABLE 16 
HSHX TEMPERATURES, -R 
Temperature at circumferential posit ion Tube Quadrant Fluid 
No. position Out of sect. A B C 0 
Inlet 15'1 
1 1550 1665 1605 1596 1609 I 2 1562 1610 1 , 1603 1615 3 1513 1676 1622 1611 1622 
• 1584 1682 1630 1618 1629 
1 1593 1681 16 2 1614 16'2 2 2 1602 169 1639 1620 16'9 , 1610 1696 1645 1626 1645 4 1618 1701 1651 16'2 1651 
1 1626 1118 1664 1644 1664 , 2 1635 1123 1 10 1.: e -. ... ./u 1 10 , 1 ~" 2 ;;2; 1676 1655 1676 4 1650 1131 1681 1661 1681 
1 16 8 1148 1695 1615 1695 4 2 1666 1752 1101 1681 1101 3 1614 1156 1107 1686 1101 4 1681 1160 1712 1691 1712 
1 1689 1115 1725 1706 1725 5 2 1691 1780 1731 1711 1131 3 1104 1183 1136 1116 1136 4 1111 1187 1741 172 1 1741 
1 1120 1807 1156 1737 1156 6 2 1128 1811 1762 1742 1162 3 1135 1815 1767 1747 1167 4 1142 1818 1112 1752 1772 
1 1750 1831 1184 1766 1184 7 2 1757 1835 1189 1 71 1189 3 1164 1839 1194 1116 1794 4 1771 1114 2 1199 1780 1199 
1 11 78 1855 1811 1794 18 11 8 2 1185 1858 1816 1799 18 16 , 1192 11162 1621 1803 1821 4 1798 1865 182 1807 1825 
1 1805 1816 1837 1823 1831 9 2 1812 1819 1841 1827 1841 3 18 18 1882 1846 1831 1846 4 1824 188 ~ 1850 1835 1850 
1 1832 1901 1868 1860 1861 1 2 1840 1905 1872 1865 1872 3 1841 1908 1875 1869 1871 4 1853 1910 1818 1813 1881 
Outl t 185' 
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I HS SURFACE 
FLUID IN TO QUADRANT 0 
'----I--CO Il I 0 
COil O~ 
0) 
FLUID OUT OF QUADRANT (0 
• INLET 
• OUTLET 
Figure 17.--HSHX Thor~1 ~od I. 
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The key results of the steady-state analysis a~e shown In the first column 
of table 17. The PICS temperatures are somewhat below the specified limits of 
1150· to 1200·C for steady-state operation (see table 1). The variation In PICS 
temperature Is In the HSA axial direction, as can be seen from fig. 17, and Is 
a result of the varying fluid temperature In tho HSHX and the heet loss from 
the HSA ends. The maximum ablation sleeve temperature, listed for reference, 
Is well within the capability of the ablation sleeve malerlal, Pyrocarb-406. 
The working fluid outlot temperature of 756·C (1393·F) easily meets the minimum 
requirement of 704·C (1300·F). The working fluid temperature rise, HSA heat 
loss, end pressure drop meet the reference cycle requirements (see table 11). 
The maximum HSA outer shell temperature Is wei I within the capability of the 
shell material, locka Iloy. 
TABLE 17 
HSA STEADY-STATE THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS 
HSHX emissivity 
PICS temperature 
range, ·C 
Maximum ablation 
sleeve temperature, 
·C (oF) 
Working fluid inlet 
temperature, °c (OF) 
Wor king flu I d out I et 
temperature, °c (OF) 
~aximum HSA outer 
shell tanperature, 
·C (OF) 
taP /P, percent 
HSA heat loss, percent 
0.8 
1111 to 
1165 
821 (1510) 
580 (1076) 
756 1393) 
81 (178) 
0.504 
5.84 
0.6 
1117 to 
1170 
829 (1525) 
580 (1076) 
756 (1392) 
81 (1 78) 
0.504 
5.90 
0.3 
1138 to 
1188 
859 (1579) 
579 (1075) 
754 (1390) 
83 (t8l> 
0.504 
6. 17 
0. 25 
1145 to 
1195 
871 (1599) 
579 (1075) 
754 (1390) 
8 (182 
0.504 
6.29 
In order to Increase th PICS temperatures to comply with th sp Ifled 
requirements, the thermal resistance between the PICS and the working fluid must 
be Increased. One way to do this Is to decrease the surface emlsslvlt of the 
Hastel loy X HSHX. This would seem to be a reasonable approach, since to attain 
the basel ine design emissivity of 0.8, surface treatment Is required. The 
stability of this high emissivity Is problematical. 
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A sensitivity study was conducted by performing HSA thermal 8"elyses for 
HSHX's of various surface emlsslvltles. It should be noted that uniform ~Is­
s:vltles w .. e assumed for the .. tlr-e outside surface of the HSHX--the portion 
viewing the IHS and the portion vlcnollng the HSIS. lhe emissivity of the surface 
of the HSHX fac I ng the HS I S does not direct I y aff ect the therma I res I s"i"ance 
between the PICS and the working fluid, but does affect the HSHX temperature. 
The result~ of the study are summarized In the remainder of tabl~ 17. Note 
that for each case, the maximum HSH)( wall temperature was 788·C n.SO-F). 
It can be seen that the 0.25 emissivity ylQlds PICS temperatures very 
close to the required temperature range of 1150- to 1200-C. This emissivity 
corresponds to the value for untreeted Hastelloy X. ~turally, the temperature 
level of the entire IHS Increeses as the PICS temperature Increeses, as can be 
seen fran the ablation sl~ve temperatures. The decreased emissivity does cause 
a smell performance penalty, however. The 0.25 emissivity case results in a 2-C 
n-F) drop In the attainable werking fluid outlet temperature. In addition, the 
heat los from the HSA Is Increased for the lower HSHX emissivity. 
Based on the results of the sensitivity study, the untreeted HSHX 
emissivity of 0.25 looks promising; however, the effect of this emissivity must 
be checked for all operating conditions Including the ECS, ACS, and the startup 
transients. 
As revlously mentioned, the HSA heet sink assumed for the preceding 
analyses was .9-C (120-F). To estimate the effect of the heet sink on th 
Important HSA parameters, an analysis was performed for a heet sink of - • 
(-eo-f). The change In heet sink temperature had a minimal effect on the 
key HSA parameters; the temperatures of the PICS and HSHX decrease b I ss 
than 0.3- (0.5-F) and the HSA heet loss Increased by about 1 W. T is woul d 
seem to Indicate that diurnal temperature changes In orbit should he e 
negligible effect on HSHX thermal fatigue. 
Aux I I I ary Coo I I ng System 
The ACS Is required to provide cooling for t~e HSA during al I nonop r tlon 
phases of the Brayton cycle when there Is no circulating working fluid avai I 
to remov the heat produced by the IHS. Thus, the ACS must erat on th 
launch ped l In space prior to system r.tartup, and during any su bSeQuent sys t 
shutdown. The requirements for ACS operation are as fol lows: 
(1) On the launch pad, all exposed S\.lrfaces must be maintain ed blow 
193-C (leo-F) to prevent poss tble Ignition of fuel vapors pre nt 
In the prelaunch environment. 
(2) The PICS temperatures should be maintained In the 10 0- to 120 ·C 
range--the launch and asc~t requirements given In table 1. It 
should be noted that the PICS temperature "window" Is wider for 
ACS operation than for normal operating conditions. 
(3) The HSHX temperature shO\.lld not be so high as to s rlously degrade 
fatigue life. 
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The ACS design consists of a stagnant Inert gas completely fl I ling the HSA from the PICS outward. The Inlet gas decre8ses the heat transfer resistance I n the HSA, pr IlMr I I Y by short-c i rcu I t I ng the H!) I Sand prov I ding a gas therma I conductive path through the fell package. In addition, al I other radiation gaps In the HSA from the Pies outward similarly become gas th3rmal conductive paths, further decreasing the resistance. On the launch pa~, heat can also be transferred by n~tural convection, both within the HSA and from the HSA to its surroundings. For the present an~lysls, the Inert gas is assumed to be contained In a hermetically sealed "COCOO!," surrounding all of the HSA, as well 8S the SIPS power conversion equipment, except for the top (forward) end dome, which penetrates the cocoon to permit Insertion of the IHS. 'rhe C'>Coon offers a number of advantages to ~he SIPS operation: 
(1) The HSA can be evacuated whi Ie the system Is on the launch pad, thereby permittlno ground operation of the power systAm. 
(2) The cocoon mitigates the exposed temperatur . r'3qIJiroc:eni on the launch pad, as the top end dome is the only part of the HSA that is exposed. The cocoon, with Its large surface area, should be wei I below 193°C (380°F). 
(3) The HSA case-to-duct bel lows can be eliminated since the HSA case does not have to be sealed--the cocoon serves as the pressure 
containment vessel. 
Launch Pad Operatlon.--The ACS launch pad operation was analyzed using the complete HSA thermal model modified for the auxl I iary cooling conditions by inc:udlng gas conduction and natural convection heat t~ansfer in al I radiation gaps. For heat transfer calculations, the Inert gas is assumed to be at ambient pressure. For natural convection, the gravity vector is assumed to be al n9 the HSA axis. Natural convection is suppressed in the HSIS due t o t he numerous fol I layers. Since there Is no fluid flow In the HSHX, the quadrant nodes In the coi I circumferential direction were eliminated. This simplification resulted In 40 HSHX nodes in two dimensions. The working fluid inside the HSHX Is assumed to be stagnant at 0.21 MPa (30 psla), the approximate 8 PS ~ressure for zero-flow conditions. 
The cecoon :s modeled as a uniform temperature, steady-state node. A constant-temperature heat si~k of 49°C (120°F) Is assumed for both the cocoon and the top end dome. In general, heat transfer to the heat sink is by radia-tion and natural convection through ambient air. Preliminary thermal analY Sis indicated that with certain fl I I gases these heat removal modes would not be sufficient to maintain the top end dome at a temperature below 193°C (380°F). Additional cooling across the top end dome surface Is required. Possi bilities for this cooling Include flowing a liquid coolant through coi Is on the end dome surf ace, or blowing ambient or cooled air over the surface. Since design of this coolant loop was beyond the scope of the study effort, a forced-convection heat transfer coefficient of 28 W/(m2-K) [5 Btu/(hr- sq ft-OF)] ac1ing over the entire top end dome area was assumed. This for~ed-convectlon c001 ing, In additi on to the radiation heat tnlnsfer, was sufficient to cool the top end 
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dome to below 193°C C380·F). The cocoon Is much cooler th("n the end dome and 
does n01 require additional cooling. 
In order to determine the appropriate fill gas, thermal analyses were 
conducted using helium, neon, argon, and xenon. The baseline design HSHX, with 
a surface emissiv i t y of 0.8, was assumed for the fl II gas comparison study. A 
summary of the Important HSA temperatures for the different fill gases Is given 
In table 18. The xenon results are not shown since with this fl II gas the 
HSA temperatures are so high that melting of some of the Insulation foils was 
predicted. With helium as the fl I I gas, additional cooling of the HSA top end 
dome I s not requ I red. 
TABLE 18 
HSA TEMPERAT~ES Fffi LAUt-l;H PAD AUXILIARY COOLING Cf>ERATION 
T9mperature, °C (OF) 
Hell uma Neon Argon Neon b 
851 to 897 1014 to 1050 1219 to 1249 1051 to 1085 
PICS (1564 to 1647) (1858 to 1922) (2227 to 2280) (1923 to 1985) 
Aba lat Ion 619 (1147) 782 (1440) 1023 (1874) 837 (1538) 
sleeve 
(maximum) 
HSHX 573 (1064) 751 (1383) 1007 (1844) 771 (1419) 
(maximum) 
Top Efld 183 (362) 152 (05) 161 (322) 153 U07) 
dane -~ (maximum) Cocoon 77 (17 1) 74 (166 ) 74 (I 65) 7t. 
aNo additional cooling for top end dome. 
~SHX surface emissivity of 0.25. 
It can be seen from the first three columns of table 18 that the PICS 
temperatures come closest to the specified range of 1050
0 to 1200°C with 
neon as the fill gas. Helium provides such a good heet transfer path that the 
pred I cted P ICS temperatures are far below the des i red range. Wi ttl argon, the 
heat transfer resistance Is not sufficiently decreesed to cool the PICS below 
1200·C. In addition, 1he HSHX maximum wal I tamperature u~ln9 argon Is 219°C 
(394·F) above the maximum steady-state operating temperature of 78S·C (1'50°F). 
The variation In PICS temperature Is In the HSA a:<lal directi on , and Is due to 
heat transfer from the ends of the HSA. The absence of fluid flow In the HSHX 
allows for more uniform PICS t~perature~ th~n for normal operating conditions. 
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The compl te HSA temperature map for the neon launch pad ACS, with additiona l cooling of the top end dome and a HSHX surface emlssl v;ty of 0.8, Is shown In fig. 16. The nodal model Is described In fig. 15 and tabl e 12. 
The fourth column In table 18 shows the results of a thermal analysis for the neon fl II gas nnd an HSHX emissivity of 0.25, the nominal value for untreeted Hastel loy X. The Increased thermal resistance caus d by the lower emissivity results In ~Igher PICS temperatures. As can be seen from table 18, the pred icted PIC~ temporature range Is within the specified requirements. 
Spa e Operat ion .--The space ACS dl Hers from the I aunch pad ACS I n the followln particulars: 
(1) The temperature limit of 193°C i380°F) for exposed surfac s does not 
apply to the space system s ince launch pad fuel vapors are not pres-sent. Thus, addltl':)nal cooling of the exposed HSA t op end dam Is not required. The need for HSA or cocoon cooling because of possible spacecraft heat dump limitations is beyond the scope of the study. 
(2) The conditions of a diminished gr~vitatlonal field and a sp ce vacuum preclude any natural convection to the fl I I 9a5 or to th e envir nmant. This increases the thermal resistance of the HSA because the fl I I gas can transfer heat by conduction only. As a result, the PICS temp ra-tures wil I tend to be higher for the space ACS than for the launch pad ACS. 
The spac A S peration was ~nalyzed for the r ommen d d n n fi I I gas using th same HSA thermal model a s for launch pad ACS op ration, with remova l a natural convecti n heat transf rand additi nal coo l ing for the top end dome. The n n f I II gas I s assumed to be at a pressur- suf f i c i ent to support c: ntlnu'.Jm flow (onl a few torr ar required), For th i s condi ltlon, th neon ther'mal nducti lty can be consld red equal t o it conductivity at ambi nf pressure. Other conditions were identical t o thos for the launch ad ACS. 
The resu lt s of the space ACS therma l analyses with n n as the fi I I as a e summar ized in table 19 for th e reference design HSH surface emi sivlty (E) of O. and the untreated surf ce emissivity of 0.25. 
The pred ict d Pies temperatures ar approximately 25~C higher th n those for the launch pad ACS . The temperatur s are Just outsi de the required range for th e 0.8 HSHX surfac emissivi ty and wei I within the r ng for the 0.2 HSHX gnisslvity. Th maximum HSHX tgnperatures are app roximat Iy 40°C (70°F) higher than thos for the launch pad ACS. Althou h the HSHX maximum temperature for the 0. 25 IJI'llsslvlty exceeds the long-term tgnperotlJre lim it of 788°C (1450°F), t his should cl!luse no difficulty during the short-duration spac ACS o~eration. 
Th HSA tgnperature profile for the refer nce design HSHX eml s ivity of 0.8 is sh wn In fig. 19. 
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TEHPERATURES IN °c 
5 ·25828 
NOTES: HSA FILLED WITH NEON AT AHBIENT PRESSURE SINK TEHPERATURE • 49°C (S800R) ADDITIONAL COOLING FOR TOP END DOHE 
TEMPERATURES IN u R 
Figure 18.--Neon launch Pad ACS HSA Temperature Prof! Ie. 
5 ·2 .. 32 
5-211111 
TEMPERATURES IN °c TEMPERATURES IN oR 
NOTES: HSA FILLED WITH NEON 
S INK TEMPERATURE a 49°C (S80oR) 
~ I gur e 19.--N n Srac: AC S HSA Temp r atur Pr o f i I e . 
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TABLE 19 
HSA TEMPERA T~ES f~ SPACE AUX III ARY COOll NG CPERA T ION 
Temperatures, -C ( -n 
£ I: 0.8 £ :: 0.25 
1039 to 1073 1075 to 1108 PICS ( 1902 to 1963) ( 1968 to :027) 
Ablation sleeve' .axlmum) 817 (1503) 871 (1599) HSHX (maximum) 788 (1450) 009 (1488) Top end dome (max I mum) 237 (458 ) ~'39 (463) Cocoon 89 ( 193) 89 ( 193) 
To determine the effect of assumed heat sink temperature on the Important HSA temperatures, a thermal analysis was performed for a heat sink tem~~ 'J ture of 71-C (160-f). As compared with the 49-C (120-f) heat sink, the maximum PICS temperature Increased by about 3-C and the maximum HSHX temperature increased by about 4-C (7-f). This Indicates that the heat sink temperature has a greater effect on ACS operation than on normal steady-state operation. Even for the ACS operation, the sensitivity of the key HSA temperatu r s to the heat sink temperature Is not large enough to have a significant system impac • 
Heat Source Assembly Fueling Transient 
The IHS and the HSA are stored separately. The lcedlng or fuelln of th IHS Into the HSA Is effected In the mobile lcedlng station (MLS). Th fu l in. transient results In a large temperature variation In the HSHXi the unl , is ~eated from essentially ambient conditions to close to operating temperatures. Thermal analyses were performed to map the HSHX temperatures durin th fuel-Ing transient with the gcel of determining the Impact on the low-cyc le fatigue life of the unit. 
The MLS initially contains the entire BIPS, with an electrical he t sourc (EHS) substituting for the IHS, at essentially ambient conditions. A circulat-Ing Inert gas flows through the MlS prior to and during the fueling. Inside the HSA and cocoon tt.e gas can be assumed to be stagnant and at amb lent pr ssurei heat Is transferred by natural convection, conduction, and radiation. For the fueling analysis, the Inert gas was assumed to be neon. This gas Is recommended since the fueling operation approaches a steady-state condition similar 10 the ACS mode. The temp rature requirement for the PICS during ground handling is 1200·C me Imum with no minimum (see table 1). The prior ACS analysis Indicates the Inappl Icabl Iity of argon for the fll I gas In ~he MLS. However, since there Is no minimum PICS tem~erature requirement during ground handl lng, helium could be used 111 the MLS. The helium would have to be flush d out and r placed by neon after connection of the BIPS to the launch vehicle. 
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The fueling Is Inltleted by removing the EHS from the BIPS HSA 8nd 
replacing It with the IHS. Since this operation Is likely to t8ke a reasonable 
8mount of time, the IHS cen be 8ssumed to reach e steady st8te with respect to 
the neon env Ironment. These steady- state I HS temperetures are the I nit I a I 
temperatl'res for the fueling tr8nslent. 
To determine the steady-st8te IHS temperatures, 8 therm81 analysIs was 
conducted usIng the HS.~ thermel model depicted In fig. 15. Only the IHS nodes 
were used. The heat sink for the IHS W8S essumed to be stagnant neon at emblent 
pressure end 27°C (SO·f). The results of this analysis are summ8rlzed In table 
20. 
TABLE 20 
AVERAGED IHS STEADY-STATE TEMPERATURES IN THE MLS 
Component Temperature 
°C Of 
PICS 791 1455 
GIS Inner surface 721 1329 
GIS outer surface 662 1223 
End crush-ups 495 923 
Retal n Ing ring 397 747 
Aeroshell 337 638 
Aeroshell end C8PS 326 618 
Ablation sleeve 279 535 
The IHS temperatures shown In t8ble 20 are wei I below the temp ra tures 
at normal ACS or BIPS operetlon. This Is due to the greatly reduced thermal 
resistance when the IHS Is outside of the HSA. Note that the temperature of 
the outer 5urf8ce of the IHS Is only 279·C (535°F). 
Since the fueling transient t8kes 8 few hours to approach steady state, a 
slmpllfl d HSA model W8S requIred to reduce compu~er time. In the simplified 
model, each set of axIal components In the IHS, HSHX, HSIS, and HSA outer case 
Is represented as a sIngle node. In additIon, the HSHX Quadrant nodes In the 
col I cIrcumferential direction ere lumped together as 8 single node. 
The simplified model h8S one PICS nod e and four HSHX nodes . Since there 
is no fluid flow through the HSHX during the fueling trensi ent, the preceding 
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assumptions are not unreasonable. However, due to heat losses out the ends of 
the HSA, there will be a small axial temperature variation. The PICS and HSHX 
te~peratures predicted with the simplified model represent the average axial 
temperatures. The actual maximum PICS and HSHX temperatures wll I thus be same-
what higher than the av~age temperatures. 
The temperatures listed In table 20 are Input as the Initial IHS tempera-
tures. All other Initial HSA temperatures (Including the HSHX) as well as the 
constant heat sink temperature are assumed to be 49·C (l20·F). The HSHX Is 
assumed to be filled with stagnant Xe-He working fluid at 0.21 MPa (30 psla), 
the approximate SIPS pressure for zero-flow conditions. 
The predicted HSHX temperatures during the fueling transient are shown In 
fig. 20. Also shown are the PICS temperatures. The reference HSHX, with an 
emissivity of 0.8, was used In the model. It can be seen that after the initial 
rapid HSHX temperature rise, the approach to steady state is slow. The circum-
ferential temperature gradients In the HSHX tube do not seem to be particularly 
severe during the transient. The predicted PICS temperature is around 1030·C 
after 6 hours. 
SIPS Startup Transient 
When cool working fluid enters the HSHX during the system startup, large 
thermal gradients may be produced In the heat eXChanger, producing stresses 
that must be evaluated to determine the lCF I ife of the unit. The HSA has a 
requirement for a minimum of 100 startup cycles without evidence of fatigue 
cracking. The study work concentrated on the thermal gradients and cycle life 
prediction for the HSHX. The thermal analysiS is discussed in this secti on. 
The lCF I ife predict on is discussed In tho structural analysis section. 
The BIPS program office at AIRPHX has provided the latest BIPS startup con-
ditions for the proposed fl ight system start (B. Minshal I, BIPS-GDS Coord ination 
Memo A0609, April 21, 1978). The HSHX Inlet flow and temperature from rhe AIR PH 
system transient computer program are shown for the BIPS startup In fi g. 21. The 
conditions are identified as Run 600. Also shown are the HSHX outlet tempera-
tures as predicted from the system program and the detailed HSA model. These 
temperatures wil I be discussed later. Note that the flow is for the entire 
two-HSA BIPS; the flow through each HSA Is taken as one-hal f of the total. It 
should be emphasized that the startup conditions are preliminary as the fl ight 
system scenario has not been finalized. 
The proposed startup scenario begins with the HSA In the steady-state 
space ACS mode of operation. The HSA heat sink is assumed to be about 16°C 
(60·F). This Is expected to be the coldest heat sink (radiator temperature) 
for the HSA while the SIPS Is In the spacecraft; the coldest heat sl~k repre-
sents the most critical startup condition. The SIPS rotating equipment will 
be motored and allowed to accelerate to full speed to check engine operation. 
At this point, the neon Is vented from the HSA. This Is the zero time for the 
transients shown In fig. 21. It can be seen from fig. 19 that the stagnant 
working fluid In the HSHX during the ACS deployment Is close to normal operating 
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temperatures. The scenario Is described In detal I In the SIPS memo referenced 
In the preceding paragraph. 
To 8nalyze the starlup temperatures, the thermal analyzer computer program 
was run In the transient mode using the complete HSA ~~el shown In fig. 15. 
The Initial conditions for the transient were taken from a space ACS analysis, 
similar to that shown In fig. 19, but with a heat sink temperature of 16°C 
(60°F). The temperatures from this run are very similar to those shown in 
fig. 19. 
The key results of the transient analysis are shown in fig. 22. HSHX 
temperatures are shown at the Inlet and outlet ends of the unit. The reference 
HSHX, with an emissivity of 0.8, was used In the model. Temperatures for two 
of the four circumferential nodes are shown; the node facing the IHS and the 
node facing the HSIS. Complete HSA temperature prof I les are available from 
the author for various times during the startup transient; these are not 
presented in th I s document. 
It can be seen that the Inlet portion of the HSHX, initially hot during 
ACS oper~tion, Is rapidly cooled by the cold working fluid. Since t h IHS 
remains hot, the heat flux to the inlet region of the HSHX increases, resulting 
in an increase in tube circumferential temperature gradient. The Inlet end 
minimum tube wal I temperature and maximum circumferential temperature gradient 
occur about 180 sec after startup. The temperatures at the HSHX outlet end are 
still decreaSing at 420 sec; these temperatures must bottom out and increase as 
staady state is approached. 
Referring back to fig. 21, the predlc~ed fluid outlet temperature is 
{shown and compared with the HSHX outlet temperature from Run 600. The AIRPHX 
system computer program has a simplified model for the HSA and HSHX; thus the 
out let tanperatures w I I I be somewhat d I Herent than for the deta I led HSA mode I. 
The agreemen t must be close enough to ensure that the HSHX Inlet temperatures 
are r68sonably accurate. The agreement In fig. 21 would app68r to be sat is-
factory for this analysiS; for a more accurate thermal analysis, another Itera-
tion between the systerr model and the HSA model would be required. 
The PICS temperatures are Initially at the space ACS values. During the 
startup, the PICS temperatures !ncr68se and approach the steady-state values. 
The steady-state temperatures are not exceeded during the startup transient. 
Emergency Cooling System 
The es Is required to maintain the Pies at a safe temperature (see table 1) 
In the event of a fal lure In the SIPS, such as 1I loss of workIng fluid accident 
or a breakdowr" I n 'the ACS. The ECS must remove the heat generated by the I HS 
fuel that Is normally removed by the circulating working fluid. 
The present ECS design rei les on the successive melting of the HSIS fol I 
layers. If a system failure occurs, the heat rel68sed by the f uel is Initially 
absorbed by the HSA components, Including the IHS, the HSHX, an d the HSIS. 
On I y a sma II 1'IIDunt of hMt can be rejected to the env I ronment due to the high 
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thermal resistance of the Insulation. Th absorbed heat caus s t h temperatur 
of th HSA components to rise. As the temperature of th hottest fol I ( losest 
to the I S) reeche the fol I melting temperature, the layer m It s and al lows 
Increased Irradiation of the next fol I, with a subsequent Increase In tempera-
ture. As eech fol I melts, the reslstlv path through the Insulation bundl 
decreases, and the heet loss to the heat sink Increas s. At sam point, a 
steady state will b reached, with a certain number of foil layer s surviving. 
At this point, the heet g nerated by the fuel equals the heet r J t d 0 the 
environment. As listed in table I, the PICS temperature must be control led 
both dur I ng the trans I ent mel tdown and the post-mel tdowl1 steady state. 
With this goal In mind, both tran ient and steady-stat thermal analyses 
were performed for the E S mode of operation. Sinc the E S mode r resents 
8 long running transient, the simplified HSA model was used. In this model, 
as discu ss d previously, ch s t of a ial components Is represented as 
a single node. Us of the simplified model resu ts in predicted average PICS 
temperatures somewhat below the ~a imum PICS temperatur s. 
In rder to determine th6 1r nslent m Itdown charact rist ics , it wa 
necessar to modify the AIRLA th(lrm;) I an~1 'zer program to accou for o i I 
m Itlng. To red uc canputation tllne, the 60 foil layers In th HSI 
lumped I to 14 nod s with th Innermost node com osed of fol Is , t 
lev n des ~ I ve falls each, and th last two nod sane fol lea h. 
foil nod s or pack ts ar model d to melt when th nod roaches t 
temperatur. Th me I ted packet I s assumed to r"eso I I d I on th 
8cket. The ma ss of the melted packet Is combined with th 
orm a n w node of increa~ thermal capacitance. Thi s r uc s 
numb r of radiation shields and Incr ses the thermal conductanc 
HSIS . At any t ime, the Innermost nod contains, In addition to Its own mass, 
th mass of all th previou sly m It d falls. In th is manner, th f 
Ion r ulred to melt th foils Is recov red upon resol idlficatlon . 
for th pr s nt analysis, al I of the fol Is wer assumed to 
p rc nt Ni and 60 perc nt Pd, with a con tant melt in temper 
( 25 -Fl. There s emed ~ b no reason 0 incl ude an hi 
NI r Mo foils, sin It b ame appar nt that it wou ld b 
as man of th foil layers as possible. 
Th TECO corr latlon or h t tr n fer through th 
not u d for th ECS tran sient Inc 
sid 0 th co ld side f th ntlr foil pack g. u 
tl fo l 18l11 sslvl t with t perature, • (1) Is not 
In ulatlon nod u d for t CS iran I nt analysIs. In t 
tur 
of 
r m ling 
d slrtlble 
8IIlsslvlt d ta, pr s nt In T. Ash, IPS- S Coor dination ecem 
2~, 197 , w8"e used so th t eech n d w Id hav an eml slvlt a proprlat to Its 
tern r ture. The effectl 9 emissivity Inc Iud 5 both th radiation and conducti on 
h t tran fer In th fol I , mod I as r d lat ion h t transfer; th c ndu tl 
th Is p ovlded by th r fractory oxld binder In ttl MJltl-Foll Th 
8II15Slvlt d ta w used with th followln ua tlon for radiat ion ran 
1hr ugh a s rl 5 of redletlon shl Ids (r f. 7) . 
• Th4 - T,4 
aCt [ ] 
• N (2-Ct) + 1 (13 ) 
whore • I s the heat flux per-pend I cu lar to the fo I Is 
a Is the Stefen-Boltzmenn constent 
£f is the effective foil emissivity et the average temperature of a 
packet 
N Is the number of foil layers In the packet 
T his the hot-sl de temperature of tt,~ packet 
Tc Is the cold-side temperature of the packet 
During the ECS transient, the Hestelloy X HSHX and Insulation support 
mandrel are heated well above their normai cp~atjng temperature~· . Indeed, 
during the transient the temperatures exceed the sol idus pc!nt of Hastel loy X, 
1260·C (2300·F). In the meltdown analysiS, It w~s assumed that the Hastei joy 
X components would r f~aln In the model as thermal barriers unless t~ejr tem-
peratures exceeded -: h~ II qu i dus pol nt, 1354·C (2470·F) 
Other assumptions made for the ECS transient analysis Included the 
following: 
(1) The heat sink was 49·C (120·F). 
(2) The reference design HSHX was used (surface emissivity = 0.8). 
(3) Any effect~ due to sublimation of either the insulation or t he HSHX 
were not Included ill the model. 
(4) The starting point for the ECS transient was the steady-state normal 
operating condition. 
The key results of the ECS meltdown transient are shown In fig. 23. It 
can be seen that during the transient, the HSHX temperature does not exceed 
the liquidus point of Hastel loy X. Thus, the HSHX and the support mandrel 
(which is cooler than the tiSHX) are rfttalned In the model as thermal barriers 
throughout the meltdown. Elimination of these nodes would tend to decrease 
the HSA resistance and ultimate PICS temperature. 
Starting at Its steady-state temperature at zero time, th PICS tempera-
ture Increases until the first foil packet Is melted at about 130 ~in. At this 
point th PICS tempereture is 1432·C. Foil meltdown ",-'ntinues for about 40 min. 
At this pint (as can be seen from the heat loss curve in fig. 23) the thermal 
resistanc of the HSIS has decreased sufficiently so that almo t al I of the 
heet prod uced by the foil Is rejected to the e.wlronment. Th e r emaining 
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Figure 23.-- ECS Me ltdow n Results. 
foils cannot continue to Increese In temperature so the meltdown Is term inated. 
The analysis predicts that 12 cylindrical and 7 planar (end) fol Is remuln. Du 
to the lumping of fol I layers Into packets, the next unmelted nodos contain 5 
foil layers eech. Thus one more melted cylindrical node would result In 7 leyers 
remelnlng end one rrore melted plaMr node would result In 2 layers rerMinlng. 
The PICS temperature reaches a maximum of 1474-C at about 175 min. Since 
the HSA Is close to steady state, the Pies temperature Is only 16°C above it s 
ultimate steady-state temperetur of 1458·C. This Is considerably higher then 
the PICS temperature limitation of 1200·C for ECS post-meltdown steedy state. 
The absolute temperature limit during the transient of 1600·C is not approached 
dur ing the meltdown. 
A transient analysis was performed r&pI~.::lng the Inner Hastelloy X Insula-
tion mandrel with a mandrel made of a material simi lar to the main fol Is (40% 
NI-60S Pd). Thi s sheet would melt during ECS operation and reduce the thermal 
resi stance. The r ults Indicated that 12 cylindrical and 7 p lanar foils 
rem Ined after meltdown--exactly the same as with the Ha ste! loy X mandrel. Due 
to th removal of the mandrel a s a radiation shield, the steedy-state post-
meltdown PI 'S tempereture was lower by about IO·C. 
To assess the Influ nce of the heet sink temperature on the ECS operation, 
severe I analyse w~e p rf~rmed using a sink temperature of -62·C (-80· F). 
Very IIt11 e change was noticed for either 1he transient or the ul t lmat steady-
statu condlti~ns. 
Post-mel tdown stMdy-state ana I yses wer e performed for ver lou ' nun' r 
of renalnlng fol I I yers, without reqard to how th steedy _t a10 we .el l ! . 
To con s rye computation tim, th Impllfied H A model was used. Th p. P I S 
and In sulation temp r etures for s t dy state ere shown in ta bl 21. It n 
be seen thM to malnteln t he PI S t emp ratur f' below the spKi f ied l imit 
1200· (teb I I) all of the fo II s mu st he removed. 
TABLE 21 
ECS POST- ME I.TOOWN STEADY STATE 
PI CS Inn r foi I t emp •• °C 
ttyl'lp. , --
Rema I n I ng fo I I s ·C Cy I I ndr I c~ I Planar 
0 11 0 
- -
I 1211 64 72 
2 1286 878 8 4 
The effect of fol I sublimation on the ECS operation has not been analyzed. 
Since the vapor pressure of the NI-Pd foi Is is significant at temperatures 
approaching their melting point, a few more fol Is may be lost duo to sublimatio
n. 
Like the melting, the foil sublimation Is a self-limiting process; as a foil 
sublimates, the system thermal resistance decreases and the fol I temperatures 
drop. Table 21 shows the temperatures of the Innermost fol I with one and 
two fol I layers remaining. These temperatures are wei I below the melting 
point (1237°C) and the vapor pressure ~ould be quite low. It seems very 
unlikely that al I of the fol Is remaining after meltdown would be removed by 
sublimation, especially when giving consideration to the entire accumulated 
mass of the melted foi Is. The sublimation phenomenon is certainly an area 
that requires further investigation g i ven the necessity of removing al I of 
the foi Is to meet the PICS temperature requirements. The possible subl ima-
tion of the Hastel loy X HSHX and/or insulation support mandrel also should 
be investigated. 
To attain the desired temperature level with the present type of ECS 
(i.e., foil meltdown) would probably require u5ing HSIS foi I mater ial with 
a lower melting point than the Ni-Pd. With a lower melting point it is 
likely there would be a higher vapor pressure; this must not be high enough 
to endanger foi I stabi lity under normal operating conditions. It may also 
be helpful to reduce the number of foi I layers used. This, of course, would 
tend to increase the heat leak under normal operation. The effect of such 
a change on the ACS would also have to be considered. The use of a fusible 
inner insulation mandrel ~hould be considered as a design option. 
The ECS analysis just discussed was for the reference design HSHX with 
an emiss ivity of 0.8. It appears that an untreated emissivity of 0.25 may 
be more desirable for the other modes of operation. This lower emissivity 
should be included in future ECS studies. Since the reduced emi s sivity 
increases the HSA thermal resistance, the PICS temperature problem should 
become more difficult unless the increase In HSA temperature causes the 
HSHX to exceed the Hastelloy X I iQuidus point. If this occurs, the HSHX 
i s removed as a thermal barrier, reducing the HSA thermal resistance. 
Results of the recent TECO "mini-meltdown" 1ests for Ni-Pd Multi-Foi I 
in sulation have become avai lable (T. Ashe, BIPS-GDS Coordiantion Memo A0596, 
March 6, 1978). These results are essentially consistent with the transient 
meltdown analysis discusseo in this section. 
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STRUCTURAL ANALYSI S OESCR IPTION AND 01 SCUSS ION Of RESULTS 
The structural analysis performed during the study concE'ntrllted on sat sfy-
Ing the following requirements: 
Pressure Contllinment--The HSHX Is designed for pressure containment 
for a 7-yr life. A maximum of 1 percent creep deformlltlon Is allowed 
for the required life. 
Low-Cycle fatlgue--The HSA must withstand a minimum of 100 stllrtu~ 
cycles. The lInalysls WllS limited to the HSHX. 
R soncmt Frequency--In lIccordllnce with the SIPS requirement, no HSA 
nlltural frequencies should be below 60 Hz to avoid any spacecrlltt-
Induced resonanc s. 
Dynamic Loadlng--The HSA must wlthst8nd launch loads ot shock, vibrll-
tlon, and acceleration without lIny loss in structural integrity . 
MIL-STD-81OB i the specified requirement tor dynami c: loadlr.g. An 
equivalent static loading ot +50 g, where g is the normal acceleration 
of gravity, was used In the analysis lind compared with MIL-STD-81OB. 
In the calculation of structural properties for the HSHX, a design m rgln 
of 28°C (5Q°F) was used. Thus, for a H$HX temperatur~ of 78 ° (1450-F), struc-
tural pr pertles at 816°C (1500° F) lire used. 
The HSH 
a I low b I e str 
flu I d pr ssur 
Pressure Containment 
is d s I ned for pressur conte I nment for a 7-yr I if. Th d ie 
Is based on 1 p rcent creep d formation, at the appr ri t 
level, accumu I eted over the II f e of the un It. 
For short-term stress, th d si gn practice employed by AiR 
size th pr ssure-c rrying structure for proof pressures of 1. tim 
working pr ssures and for burst pressures of 2. 5 tim s the workln pr s ur 
Th structure must not y I el d at proof pressure or rupture at burst pre sur • 
Thi s Implies that the proof pressure Is the governing design c nd ltl n If the 
ratio of yield str s to ultimate stress Is less than 0.6 and that th bur t 
pressure will govern If the ratio Is greeter th~n 0.6. 
When the Ilmltln~ stress Is due to b ndln g , a smllil amoun of I Idln 
Clln b al low in the outermost fibers, which leeds to mo Ifled str ss distri-
bution through the thl~kn s. Th Ideel plastiC bending momen1 Is 1. 5 tim s 
the comput d ela5tl bending moment tor the samo peek stress. Ac ordln Iy, 
the allowable Indlc ted 11Istic stress due to b nding loads I aken to be 
1.5 time the allowable valu s for uniform tension or compre s l n load s . 
5 
At the (::1 evated operat I ng temperatures and long life requ I rement for the 
HSHX, it has been found that the creep stress Is always the control ling stress. 
The 1 percent creep deformation criterion was used to determine the required 
wal I thicknesses for all ~ressuro containment components in the HSHX--tubes, 
e!bows, and manifolds. An aging factor, Fa' and a tube weld efficiency, n, 
were used to reduce the allowable stress for all pressure containment designs 
as follows: 
( 14) 
where Oa is the allowabl e stress and 0c is the 1 percent creep stress for 7 yr. 
The 1 percent creep stress is tak~n at the maximum temperature of the component 
including the 28°C (50°F) design margin. Potential degradation of matE-rial 
propert i es due to contam I nat ion, rad I at ion-I nduced swe I ling, and rad i at i on-
Induced creep have not been considered. An aging factor of 1.2 was assumed 
for all designs. 
Configuration study.--For the configuration studies the long-term creep 
stresses were estimated from refs. 3 and 9 for the C-l03 and the Hastel Icy X 
designs, respectively. A tube weld efficiency of 0.95 was assumed for the 
tubes and manifolds, a resonable value for rol lec and planlshed butt welds. 
he required tube and manifold wal I tnlckness, t, Is calculated by the thin-
wall pressure containment relationship: 
( 15) 
where K is a tube wal I thinning factor 
P is the design pressure contai r. ment criterion, 0.793 MPa (115 ps ia) 
o is the tube 00 
For the single-tube hel ical coil, the hel ical-flow tube bank, and the 
tor'oidal anifolds for both multitube designs, a wall thinning factor of 1.05 
was assumed to account for any thinning due to tube bending. The dimpled 
tubes of the axial-f low tube bank design are not bent, but ~he dimple forma-
tion results in some wal I thinning In 1he dimple area. For the relatively 
shal low dimples used in the design, AiResearch experience indicates a maximum 
wal I thinning of around 12 percent. Thus, a K of 1.12 was used for the dimpled 
tube wall thickness determination. 
Selected ConfiglJration.--Required tube and elbow wall thicknesses were 
determined for the selected single-tube helical-coil Hastel loy X configuration 
for coi Is of various numbers of turns (see table 12). Updated creep stre~s pro-
perties f r Hastel loy X were used (J. Hadley, BIPS-GDS Coordina tion Memo A0521, 
September 21, 1977). -rhe 1 percent creep stress at 816°C (1500°F)--788°C 
(1450°F) maximum tube wall temperature plus the 28°C (50°F) dtls ign margln--is 
6 
15.2 MP~ (2200 psi). In the determln~tlon of the ~I low~ble stress In eq. (14), 
~ tube weld efficiency f~ctor of 0.95 w~s ~ssumed for the HSHX tube. In the 
tr~nsltlon elbows, which connect the tube with the BIPS ducts, the r~dlus of 
curv~tlve precludes roll planlshlng, so ~ lower weld efficiency of 0.7 w~s 
~ssumed. The Inlet ~nd outlet elbows were designed to h~ve Identical w~11 
thicknesses even though the Inlet elbow Is ~t a conslder~bly lower temper~ture 
(~nd hence, higher ~llow~ble stress level) th~n the outlet elbow. The tube w~11 
thicknesses were calcul~ted us Ing eq. (15) for the design pressure containment 
criterion of 0.703 MP~ (102 psla) ~nd a tube wall thinning f~ctor due to bending 
of 1.05. 
The results of these calculations ~re shown In table 22. As previously 
discussed, an addition~1 allowance of 5 percent w~s added to the minimum 
required tube wal I thickness ~ ~count for manufacturing tolerances. This 
~I low~nce Is reflected In the nomln~1 w~11 thicknesses listed In table 12. 
TABLE 22 
TUBE WALL THICKNESS 
Minimum Ml'nlmum 
Number tube wall elbow w~11 
of turns Tube 00, th Ickness, thickness, 
in coi I cm (In.) nvn (in.) mm (in.) 
9 4.42 (1.74) 1.35 (0.053) 2.36 (0.093) 
10 3.96 (1.56) 1.22 (0.048) 2. 11 (0.083 ) 
11 3.61 (1.42) 1. 12 (0.044) 1.93 (0.076 ) 
12 3.30 (1.30) 1.02 (0.040) 1.75 (0.069) 
13 3.05 (1.20) 0.94 (0.037) 1.63 (0.064 ) 
As a check on the selected 10-turn design, ~ three-dimensional thln-shel I 
finite-element model was constructed and the pressure containment stress 
calculated using the ANSYS computer program. The ANSYS is a general-purpose 
finite-element computer program used for stress and vibration analysis. The 
p'"ogram Is discussed In appendix C. The model was for a single turn of the 
HSHX with boundary conditions applied to simulate the effects of the continuous 
tube. A model also was constructed for the transition elbows. The tube and 
elbow models are shown in figs. 24 and 25, respectively. 
The results of the ANSYS analysiS substantiated the 10-turn minimum wal I 
thickness calculation and verified the applicabil i ty of eQ. (15). 
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Figure 24.--Col I Finite-Element Model . 
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Figure 25.--Elbow finite-Element Model. 
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Thermal Stresses and Low-Cycle Fatigue 
The HSA has a requirement for a minimum of 100 startup cycles without 
evidence of fatigue cracking. The present analysis concentrated on the LCF 
life prediction of the HSHX. The temperature profiles calculated from SIPS 
startup transient Run 600 were used as inputs to the thermal stress computa-
tions (see the thennal analysis section). 
A finite-element model of the HSHX was constructed for use with the ANSYS 
computer program to compute the thermal stresses. The HSHX has a continuous 
strip that sl Ips into the separation between successive turns of the coil and 
Is brazed to the col I (see the system design section). The brazed strip Is 
Implemented In the ANSYS model by the use of appropriate boundary conditions 
at the required angular location of each turn in the co!l. The brazed joint 
Is assumed to have a braze efficiency of 0.5. The model is shown in fig. 26. 
Thermal stresses are set up In both the axial (flow) and circumferential 
directions around the tube. The steady-state thermal stresses are relatively 
low, wei I below the yield stress. With the expected stress relaxation, It 
appears that the steady-state thermal stresses wll I not impact on the required 
7-yr life. 
The transient analysis Indicates that the most critically stressed region 
of the HSHX is the Inlet to the tube. This is due primarily to the large 
circumferential temperature gradients resulting from the cold Inlet fluid 
temperature (see the thermal analysis section). It can be seen from fig. 22 
that the largest temperature gradients at the Inlet end occur around 180 sec. 
Although the yield stress Is lower at the outlet (hot) end, t~e smaller tem-
erature gradients result In less critically stressed regions. The axial 
temperature gradients produce much smaller stresses; the maximum axial thermal 
stress Is only about one-seventh of the maximum circumferential thermal stress. 
The maximum combined thermal stress due to circumferential and axial 
temperature gradients Is only about 50 percent of the yield stress at the Inlet 
end. In the absence of stress concentration effects, there would be no plastic 
strains aenerated. However, the LCF life of the HSHX wil I be limited by the 
repetitive creep relaxation; to account for the relaxation a stress concentra-
tion factor of 3 was assumed. This large value was assumed so as to Include 
the effects of the local Changes In coil thickness produced by the cont nuous 
braze strip and the HSHX mount brackets. 
Based on a comparison with a fatigue life study conducted under a DOE 
contra~t (ref. 10), an LCF life of 570 startups Is predicted. This is 
wei I above the HSA requirement of 100 cycles. The faTigue failure location 
Is at the br~ze Joint at the cold end of the tube. It should be noted. 
however. that only the startup portion (Run 600) of a complete cycle was 
considered. Reductions In fatigue life due to other modes of operation 
(e.g., steady state, HSA fueling transient, etc.) have not been Included. 
These effec1s are expected to be smal I. 
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Resonant Frequency 
The BIPS has the requIrement to maIntaIn
 al I HSA natural frequencies 
above 60 Hz to avoid any pos~ible couplin
g wIth spacecraft frequencies. This 
requirement, as applIed to the HSHX, was
 the ma in driving force In the selection
 
of the continuous brazed strip design fo
r the col I, as the natural frequency of 
the free coi I Is below 60 Hz. The brazed
 strip has the additional advantages of 
taking up the unwindIng load due to the 
Bourdon effect of t he Internal pressure,
 
significantly reducing the bending stres
s In the tube, and helping to maintain 
direct a Ii gnment. T1 ',e sel ect Ie,n of the 
cont I nuous brazed str i p co I I des i gn is 
discussed in ref. \J . Tne effort In t hi
s study concentrated on determining 
the natural frequencies of the HSA at t h
e HSHX mounts, ensuring that al I modes 
exceed the 60 Hz minimum, and compar ing t
hese frequencIes with the calculated 
natural frequencies of the HSHX. 
A finite-element computer model ~f the H
SHX was constructed to determine 
the dynamiC response of the unit. The m
odel is similar to that shown in 
fig. 26. The forward and aft brackets th
at attach t he heat exchanger coi I 
to the HSA were modeled as three-dimensio
nal beams with stlffnesses eq uivalent 
to the brackets. The baem elements were
 assumed to be held in the radi al 
and axial directions but were free to ro
tate at the aft graphite plate. The 
forward beam elements were al lowed to mo
ve freely In the fore and aft direction 
and to rotate freely, but were held In th
e radial directions by the attachment 
to the forward graphite plate In the HSA
. The coi I itself was modeled us ing 
thr ee- dimensional curved tubu lar element
s. TI'e coi I-to-col I brazed strips were 
si mulated by connecting the coils with s
hel I elements. The axial and bending 
stiffnesses of the shel Is were made equa
l t o the s t iffness of the tubes for 
res lstin axial and bending loads with th
e braZed str ip between calls. The 
den sity f the shel I elements was set to
 yield the weight of the brazed strip. 
The model was run on the ANSYS computer 
program to determine the HSHX 
resona nt frequencies. The results for t
he first few ndtural frequencies are 
g i v n In table 23. 
TABLE 23 
HSHX NATURAL FREQUENCIES 
Frequency, 
Mode 
Hz 
Lat ra I bend I ng rrode (bending of coil) 
261 
Axl ~ 1 mode (resonance of mount brackets) 
342 
Lat r al rocking mode (side displacement of bracke
ts) 648 ~ Und f I ned h! gh r order modes 
72 
The first and third modes are Illustrated In figs. 27 and 28, respec-
tively. As can be seen from table 23, all natural frequencies of the HSHX 
are wei I above 60 Hz. 
A flnlt~element model of the entire HSA was constructed to determine the 
HSA natural frequencies at the HSHX mount points. The model representation 
and restraints are summarized In table 24. 
HSA feature 
Forward and aft 
end domes 
Outer shell 
Forward and aft 
sp I ders (end 
enc losures) 
Preload crews 
Graphite shoes 
IHS 
HSHX 
TABLE 24 
HSA DYNAMIC MODEL REPRESENTATION AND RESTRAINTS 
Model representation 
She I I el enlef'ts 
Shell el ements 
Central hub as shell 
element joined to 
outer shell with six 
3-D beam elements 
Shel I elements In 
con I ·:::a I shape 
24 shell el ements 
12 shell elements 
modified to represent 
actual weight and 
st I ffness 
8 shell el ements 
modified to represent 
actual weight and 
st I ffness 
Model restra I nt 
Center of aft dome f I xed In X-V 
(lateral) plane to simulate mount. 
Outer shel I, forward dome, and 
spider fixed In X-Y-Z directions 
at three locations to simUlate 
ball Joint suspension. 
Beams coupled to outer shell In 
X-Y-Z directions but free to 
rotate. 
Rigid attachment to spider; 12 
compression-only spar elements at 
graphite shoe interface (Z direc-
tion). Coupled to graphite shoe 
In X-V plane (lateral restraint). 
Graphite shoe - IHS Interface: 12 
compression-only spar elements 
restrained in x-v plane to repre-
sent socket design. 
Aft graphite shoe: coupled In the 
X-V-Z directions. 
Forward graphite shoe: coupled 
In the X-V plane only. 
Figur 7 . --HSHX Later I ending Mod . 
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Figur 78.--HSHX leteral Rockir' g Mod. 
The model WdS run on the ANSYS computer program to determine the HSA 
natural frequencies at the attachment points of the HSHX to the aft (out:et) 
graphite support plates. The frequencies are listed in table 25. 
TABLE 25 
HSA NATURAL FREQUHC I ES AT FT END 
Frequency, 
Mode Hz 
Torsional mode (central mass rotating with legs of 
spiders acting as springs) 
Axial mode (central mass movinS axially with legs of 
spider acting as springs) 
Latera I r.... -: I ng rode (centra I mass mov i ng I atera I I Y with 
trunn ion action of preload screws causing spider to 
distort) 
Undefined higher order modes 
28 
92 
330 
754 
The lateral mode is Illustrated in fig. 29. 
Th~ torsional mode natural frequency is below the design Joal of 60 Hz. 
In addit ,on, a comparison of ~ables 23 and 25 indicates the possibi I ity of 
mode excitation of the axl~! mode of the HSHX (342 Hz) by the lateral rocking 
mode of t he HSA (330 Hz). This could occur even though the two mode shapes 
are different. The fourth modes of the HSA (754 Hz) and the HSHX (734 Hz) 
are clos together; however, these modes are complex and wil I be difficult to 
excite. In addition, thes~ frequencies are above the anticip~ted sinusoidal 
excitation range for the HSA of 2 to 500 Hz. No coup I ing seems possible 
between any other modes. 
To increase the natural frequency of the torsional mode of the HSA, it 
is proposed to add material to ~he spokes of the spiders (end enclosures) to 
increase their lateral stiffness. Analysis Indicated that Increasing the 
average width of the spokes from 1.63 cm (0.64 In.) to 2.64 cm (1.04 In.) 
would be sufficient to rl'lise the natural frequency to 60 Hz. The additional 
material also wouid Increase the stiffness of the spokes, and hence natural 
freque:lcy, In the axial and lateral directions. The HSA natural frequencies 
for the modified end enclosures are presented In table 26. The unmodified 
HSA natural frequencies from table 25 and the HSHX natural frequencies from 
tab I e 23 are inc I uded j:or compar I son. 
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Figure 29.--HSA l.ateral RockIng Mode. 
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TABLE 26 
NATURAL FREQUEtCY SUPIMARY 
HSA HSHX 
Frequency, Hz 
Frequency 
Original Modi f led Vibration mode Hz, Vibration mode 
28 60 Torsional 261 Latera I (bend i ng) 
92 118 Axi a l 342 Ax ial 
330 420 Latera I (rock ing) 648 Lateral (rocking) 
Since the resonant trequency of the lateral rock ing v i bration mode of 
the HSA Increased to 420 Hz, the possibi Iity of coupling between the HSA 
an d the HSHX has been el iminated. It Is recOO'lTlended that the en d encl osure 
modificat ion be made to the HSA design. 
Dynamic Loading 
The HSA must withstand launch loads of shock, vibration, and acceleration 
wi thout any loss in structural integrity. The requirement for dynam ic loadin g 
is MIL-STO-810B, except that th~ damping ratio is specified as 5 percent. To 
simp l i fy t he computations, an equivalent static load i ng in terms of g levels 
wa s assumed. A level of ~50 g was used. This level was shown to be wei I abov e 
t he maxi l'1um response trom the M!l-STD-810B Inputs. The temperatu r-es used for 
t he det erminat ion of the allowable stresses were those just prior to launch, 
i .e., th e ACS temperatures snown in fig. 18. The 28°C (50°F) design marg in 
wa s app l ied. 
The finite- e lement model of the ~SHX ( see f ig. 26) was used to determine 
the loads at t he HSHX mount points due to the appl ication of 50-g static loads 
in t he ax ial (+l) and two radial direct ions (+X and +Y). The aft (hot end) mount 
points for the- HSHX w~re assumed to be restrained in- the axial, radial, and 
t an gential direct ions. The forward (cold end) mount points were assumed to be 
r estrained in the radi~1 and tangential directions only. The loads at th e aft 
en d were found to be greater than those at the forward end. The calcu lated 
load s are presented in 'tab Ie 27. 
These 10Gds were applied to th e HSHX mount brackets and to the combin ed 
IHS anrl H HX support plate in the HSA finite-element model (see table 24) to 
determin e the struct ural integrity for the ant icipated dynamic loading. For 
th e suppor t p late, it wa~ assumed that an~ dynamic loading appl ied by t he IHS 
wou ld be t rar.sferred through the center portion of the plate to the preload 
sl..:rew wit hout affect ing the stresses ill the plate produced by the HSHX loading 
around th e outer edge of the p late. 
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TABLE 27 
LOADS AT AFT HSHX MOUNT POINTS 
ADolle<! mount oolnt loads 
50 9 + X (lateral) 50 9 + Y (lateral) 50 9 + Z (axIal) 
Mount R .. rt· .. 1 TanOll!ntia I Ax ·,al Ra lal Tanaent I a I Axial Ra lal TanQentlal AxIal 
point N I bf N I bf N I bf N Ibf N Ibf N Ibf N Ibf N Ibf N Ibf 
1 -22 -5 734 165 627 141 405 91 -667 -150 -142 -32 307 69 320 72 823 185 
2 107 24 316 71 187 42 -58 -13 49 11 -672 -151 351 79 -9 -2 649 146 
3 .36 8 302 68 489 110 31 7 694 156 -280 -63 329 74 -22 -5 640 144 
4 -22 -5 -276 -62 507 114 36 8 721 162 178 40 294 66 -27 -5 f,36 143 
5 -53 -12 -658 -148 :714 48 -13 -3 285 64 516 116 276 62 -13 -3 648 146 
6 -18 -4 -645 -145 -200 -45 -58 -13 -334 -75 565 127 214 48 13 3 609 137 
7 44 10 -236 -53 -562 -128 -209 -1.7 -694 -156 -165 -37 316 :', -1~1 -43 1081 243 
----L 
• 
The ca lculated str esses are presented In table 28. Also shown are the design allowable stresses and the marg ins of safety, defined as the difference between the allowable stress and the calculated stress divi ded by the calculated s1ress. Thus, a positive margin of safety represents an adequate design. 
It can be seen that the HSHX mounting brackets and the combined IHS and HSHX support plate ar'e adequate to meet the 50-g equivalent loading. 
As a check on the adequacy of the 50-g equivalent load assumption, the f in ite-element model of the HSA was modified to reflect the recommend d modi-fication to the end enclosures and an analysis was conducted to determine the response at the HSH mount points wi th t he launch, liftoff, and boost sinuso idal Inputs from MIL-STD-81 B pp lied to the HSA mounts. The frequencies of Int erest were 60 Hz and 118 Hz for tIle HSA, and 261 Hz and 342 Hz for the HSHX. The sinusoidal input at these frequencies i s taken from MIL-STD-810B as +3. 5 g. The load path from the HSA mounts t o the HSHX mount points Involves s evera l j o ints that can provide damping. The specified damping factor of 5 percent was thought to be conservative and wa s used for the ar alysis. Th respon se at th e HSHX mount points was determined for both axial and lateral excitation. Th results of this analysis are summarized In table 29. 
TABLE 29 
HSHX MOUNT RESPONSE TO MIL-~TD-810B INPUTS 
Res;lon se at Exc itati on Fr eqllency, Input to HSHX mounts,a Amp I i f i cat ion di r ect ion Hz , HSA, g 9 factor 
60 3.5 5. 6 1. 6 Axla I 118 3.5 15. 1 4. 3 (2) 261 3.5 1.8 0.5 342 3.5 1.3 0.4 
60 3.5 3. 6 1. 03 Lateral 118 3.5 4.0 1. 15 (Xl 261 3.5 6.7 1.92 }42 3. 5 7. 8 2. 22 
aWith 5 per cent damping 
The maximum amp l i fi ca t ion between the HSA mount s an d the HSHX attach ment po ints Is 4.3 at th 11 8-Hz ax ial resonant frequency of the HSA. Th e maximum amp lif ication at th HSHX r esonant frequencies is 2. 22. These amplifi cation factor s r suit in a 15.1-9 maximum load at th e HSA-HSHX Interface. This load is wei I be low the 5 - 9 equivalen t design load used for the an a lys is of th e HSHX moun t br ackets and th e HSA support p I ate (see tab Ie 28) . 
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TABLE 28 
STRESS SUMMARY fOR 50-g EQUIVALENT LOADING 
Type of 
Component stress Materi81 
P in , 4.78 rrrn I Bend ing I Wa spal oy 
(0.188 in.) 
Bracket, 4.06 rrrn I Bending' Hastelloy X 
(0.16 in.) 
Bracket weld , Bending' Hastel loy X 
2.79 mm (0.11 in.) 
Braze at base Tension IPalniro 7 
Design criterion 
Endurance lim i t 
310.3 MP8 (45 000 psi) 
Bearing yield 
335.4 MPa (48 640 psi) 
Endur8nce limlt8 
135.1 MPa (19 600 psi) 
Endurance IImlt8 
34.5 MPa (5 000 psi) 
Aft support plate I Bending ,Poco graphite I Endur8nce IImlt8 
AXF-5Q 77.6 MPa (11 250 psi) 
Aft support plate' Bearing I Poco graphite I Bearing yleldb 
AXF-5Q 103.4 MPa (15 000 psi) 
A ft support p I ate Shear Poco graphite 
AFX-5Q 
Shear yleldC 
51.7 MPa (7 500 psi) 
aEstimated endurance l im it = 0.75 x yield stress. 
bEstimated bearing y ield = yield stress. 
CEstimated shear yield = 0.5 x yield stress. 
App II ed stress 
MPa psi 
279.6 49 560 
139.1 20 180 
67.1 9 730 
" .9 1 730 
56.1 8 140 
47.7 6 920 
4.8 690 
' . ;ad OJ J:, e. ~'LoiI,( £! br ,. ",: CLI. 
M8rgln 
of S8fety 
0.11 
1.41 
1.01 
1.89 
0.38 
1.17 
High 
SYSTEM DESIGN 
Design Description 
The design effort In this study concent
rated on the HSHX and the HSHX 
mounts. The remainder of the HSA, exce
pt for minor modifications, was assumed 
to be similar to its present design as s
pecified by the General Electric ('.<irrpany 
HSA drawings. 
The key recommended HSA modificat ion is 
the increase in thickness of the 
spokes of the end enclosures (spiders) to increa
se the natural frequency of 
the HSA at the HSHX mount points (see the structu
ral analysis section). A 
sketch of the end enclosure is shown in 
fig. 30. No specific recommendations 
have been made for modification of the H
SIS, presently composed of 60 layers 
of Multi-Foil insulation. It does appe
ar, however, that changes wi ll have to 
be made in order to meet specified PICS 
temperature I imits for ECS operation . 
The HSHX is a single-tube Hastel loy X h
el ical coil with 10 complete t urns. 
The tube Is 3.96 an (1.56 in.) 00 with a 1.30 nm 
(0.051 in.) wall th ic kness . 
The reference design HSHX is surface tro
ated (roughened and oxidiZed) to 
an emissivity of 0.8. The transition e
lbows between the HSHX and the SI PS 
ducts are short Hastel loy X sections, th
e same CD a th~ tuba but of 2.54 
mm (O.100 in.) wal I thickness. Reinforcement str
ips are brazed between the 
last two turns at each end of the coi : n
ear the elbows to prevent excessive 
bendin g in the tUbing. 
The HSHX is coiled such that there is a 
nominal clearance between turn s of 
0.71 mm (0.028 in.). A cont inuous Hastel loy X s
trip, 4.83 mm (0.19 in.) wide, 
is posi t ioned in the clearance region an
d brazed to the co i l. The brazed strip
 
adds necessary structural ri g idity to th
e coil. A sketch of the bra zed coil 
assem bly i s shown in fig. 31. 
The a ft HSHX mounting assembly is shown 
in fig. 32. The forward mount-
ing s sem bly is similar but has 8 mounti
ng brackets rather than 7. The entire 
moun t assembly is Hastelloy X except fo
r the pin, which is Waspaloy. Sever:,! I 
other minor changes were recommended du
ring a previous study for DOE and are 
d iscussed in ref. 10. 
Photographs of the HSHX assembly, includ
ing the mounts, are shown in 
fi g. 33. 
A design layout for the entire HSA, with
 emphasis on the HSHX, has been 
prepared and is Included as fig. 34 at t
he end of this report. 
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SOLID LINES: ORIGINAL DESIGN 
DASHED LINES: MODIFIED DESIGN 
Figure 30.--Proposed End Enclosure Modification. 
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Fi gur e 31.--Bra zed Coi I Assembly. 
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Figure 32.--Aft HSHX Mounts. 
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Fi g ur 3 . -- SHX Ass mb ly. 
HSHX Manufacturing Procedure 
The welded and drawn Haste I loy X tubing should be Inspected visually ~nd 
radiographically to ensure that there are no significant material flaws. Trace-
ability and lot control should be established. The tube Is then formed Into a 
coil with particular attention paid to avoiding flat spots and unacceptable 
wal I thinning due to bending. The transition elbows are then welded to the 
coil. Visual and radiographic Inspections should be conducted to control and 
verify weld Integrity. A helium leak test should be performed at ambIent con-
ditions to ensure IntegrIty of the entire tube. 
Assembl y of the HSHX I s expected to utili ze two braze cycles. For the 
first braze, the continuous coil strip and the reinforcement strips are 
brazed to the tube using the gold-based brazing al loy, Palnlro 1. During braz-
Ing of the coil, special fixtures should be employed to hold proper coil dimen-
sions and maintain the continuous stri p In Its proper location. T!le brazing 
Is performed In a vacuum furnace at around 1132-C (2070-F). The 1I'40unting 
brackets are joined to the coil in the second braze cycle, usi~g another gold-
based braze alloy, Palniro 7, which has a lower melting point than Palnlro 1. 
Prior to this second braze, th6 bracket assembly Is contoured and positioned 
against the col I and the brackets tack welded to ensure proper location during 
the braze cycle. The braze Is performed at around 10S2-C (142S-F). 
Following the brazi ng operations, deta II ad rad lograph I c Inspections shou Id 
be perfo~ed to verify braze quality. After Inspection, Installation of the 
mounting pins and final machining operations are completed. The pins are 
instal led after brazing to avoid any changes In the Waspaloy heat treatment. 
The mount !ng pins are tack welded to the brackets. 
Af'!'~r all manufacturing processes are complete, acceptance tests should be 
performed to verify unit Integrity and operatIon. These should consist of an 
isothermal pressure drop test and a proof pressure test. An additional helium 
leak test should be performed at ambient conditIons. 
HSHX aS5embl les of this design have been fabrIcated for use In the SIPS 
ground demonstratIon system (OOS). The basic manufacturing feasibility has, 
therefore, been veri f lod. The coll-formln~ process required development 
because of the combination of tight coil radius and multIple-turn conflgura-
tlcn. Satlsf~ctory parts were produced by repeatable procedures and are used 
in The CDS HSHX assemblies. 
Heat Source Assembly Weight 
The expected HSA weights are listed In teble 30. The weights are for 
the reference des I gn HSHX. The recorrrnended mod I f I cat Ions to 1'1. 3 HSA end 
enclosure s are Included. Excluding the IHS, the heaviest components, and 
hence those wIth the greatest weIght savings potential, are the HSHX and the 
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TABLE 30 
HSA WEIGHT SU~ARY 
-2.q-
HSHX Ib 
10.07 22.20 
Hous i ng assembly 3.23 7.11 
Insulation cy I Indar 7. 03 15 . 49 
Insulation ends 1.41 3.10 
End enclosures 
2.26 4.98 
Preload screws 
0.29 0 .65 
Domes 
1. 21 2. 66 
M i scel I Meous hardware 3. 18 7. G! 
-Subtota I 
28.68 63.20 
IHS 
18.82 41.50 
Total 
47 . 50 104.70 
HS IS . T e HSHX Is designed for the three-HSA pressure conta Inment criterion of 
0. 703 MPa (1 02 psla ) . The reference cycle and the expect d deployment of the 
HSHX I s for a wo-If A system, with a max I mum pressure of 0. 4267 MPa, .80 ps I a). 
Although t t: e flexib i lity of having a HSHX usable for either a tWo-HSA or 
three-HSA sy!:tem Is advantageous, It may be worthlihi Ie to reduce t he pre~sure 
con tainment cr iteri on to the two-HSA workIng pressure. Th is would introduce 
a potential weight savIngs of 4. 5 to 5.9 k3 (10 to 13 Ib) for each HSA. 
The nUi.lber of fol I layer 's In the HSIS has not been optimized . A trade-
off stUd y between number of layers and HS~ heat loss mIght su qges ~ a few(~ 
number of fol Is and hence, a we igh t saVings. The inner an d out r Ha tel loy 
Insu la tion mandre ls moke up a si gnificant por"on of ' he HSIS we 'gh'. Th ""ng 
or hal lowing of the mandrels could result In a reasonable we ight Savings . 
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REC~ENOED WffiK 
Future work In the following areas is considered to be of importance to 
the final design of the HSA and the verification of system performance. 
Analytical Work 
Investi9~tlon of the SIPS startup transient, HSA fuel ing, and ECS 
operation for a HSHX with a surface emissivity of 0.25 (unt~ted).--Thls 
emissivity has been shown to be advantageous fer maintenance of the PICS 
lower temperature requirement for normal operation and ACS deployment. 
Tradeoff ~tudy to opt i mize the HSIS for normal operation.--HSIS we i ght 
(number of fo l I layers) should be varied to determine the effect on HSA 
heat loss. Tradeoff factors would have to be supplied by the SIPS program 
office. The effect of varying the number of foil layers on the other modes 
of system oper-ati on must be cons i dared. 
Investigation of HSA coo l ing prior to BIPS startup.--The latest conception 
of the SIPS fl ight system el iminates the cocoon surrounding most of the HSA 
and BIPS components. This results In a surface cooling requ i rement for the 
entire HSA dur i ng launch pa~ ACS operation to meet the exposed surface 
temperature I imitation. In add i t i on, a maximum heat dlJl'lp limitation to the 
spacecraft l"'Iay require cool ing of t he HSA both on the launch pad and in space 
prior to startup. The vari o us cooling requirements need to be Integrated and 
a heat e ~change r designed to prov i de this cool i ng (probably a col I wrapped 
around the outs i de of the HSA case). 
ECS operat lon .-Th& toormal ana YSIS conducted during th i s study 
i nd IcaTe s that the P IC S t emperature 11m i tat ion for the post-me I tdown steady -
state condition cannot be met by the present ECS. Lower me lting point foil 
material s should be investigated in an effort to melt more of the l oi l s . 
Combinations of h her and lower melting poInt foils might be used and the 
overall number of layers could be reduced. A detailed offor i' should includ 
the effects of foIl sublimation, wh i ch may reduce the number of fo i I I ayers 
remalnlr. g after an dxt~nded period of time. Revis ion of the thermal model 
to ;nclurle a Si ngle mode for each foil layer may be worth the resulti ng cost 
In computer time due to the Increase In accur~cy. 
If the PICS temperature goal cannot be met using the foil meltdown ECS, 
alternat ECS concepts might bd investigated. Thi s might be necessary, si nce 
essentia l I y all of the fo l I s must be rer:lOved to reach the steady-state PI CS 
temperature I imit. Most of the alternate systems Involve the bul k removal of 
the foil Insulation. These methods have the adv<!ntage of decoupllng the HSIS 
and the ECS , thus a llowin g greater fl exi bi lit y in HSA optImizat ion. Foil 
removal by meltdown would act as a backup for any alternate ECS . 
Investigation of other operating condltlons.--A matrix of po ten tial 
oper"atlng condition .. for the BI PS f light system Is availab le . Some of these 
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oper~ting conditions may warrant complete thermal analysis for prediction of 
PICS temperatures or as Inputs to a structur~1 analysis. 
Increase in turbine Inlet temperature by shielding of the HSHX.--Sy 
shielding or insulating the hot end of the HSHX. more of the heat released 
by the fuel is absorbed in the colder regions of the heat exchanger. The 
total heat absorbed by the working fluid will be essentially unchanged, 
since the HSIS effectively determines the HSA heat losses. Thus, the HSHX 
outlet temperature can be Increased with no increase In maximum tube wal I 
temperature. The shielding acts as a re-radlatlng surface for the heat 
emitted by the fuel; the re-radlated energy is eventually absorbed in the 
co I dar HSHX reg Ion. 
Various shielding schemes should be investigated for both physical 
arrangement and fluid temperature increase. The optimum situation for fluid 
temperature would be to distribute the heat so the entire heat exchanger 
surface faCing the IHS is at a uniform temperature. The heat flux at the 
hot end of the HSHX would be very small, so that the fluid outlet temperature 
could be very close to the maximum wal I temperature. This uniform wal I 
temperature condition might be approached by telescoping the insulation 
around the HSHX, with few layers of insulation In the inlet (cold) region 
and a greater number of layers in the outlet region. 
The shielding may have some unfavorable effects on the system, such as 
IncreaSing the PICS temperature and increasing the circumferential temperature 
gradient in the cold end of the HSHX. These potential effects would have to 
be carefully Investigated. 
Structural analysls.--Further analytical work would appear to be necessary 
if a more accurate assessment of LCF life of the HSHX is desired. More 
detai led characterizations of the localized stresses in the HSHX coi I and mount 
interfaces would be desirable. The thermal stresses produced during the HSA 
fueling transient have not been evaluated for their effect on fatigue life. 
In addition, structural analyses could be performed for other SIPS flight 
system operating modes. 
The fatigue life of the remainder of the HSA has not been investigated 
in detail. An area of particular Interest Is the response of the graphite 
support plates during the HSA fueling. Imperfect thermal contact between 
the plaTes and the IHS may cause significant thermal gradients and stresses 
In the support plate. An Investigation of the proposed flight system 
operating matrix may Indlcdte other modes that should be studied for effect 
on HSA lCF II fee 
Experimental Effort 
Stab i I ity of PICS and HSHX emlsslvitles.--The Iridium PICS Is surface-
treated to Increase Its emissivity. The s~abl Iity of the surface over long 
periods of time should be Investigated since the PICS temperature is very 
strongly dependent upon Its emissivity. 
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Similarly, the HSHX temperatures are dependent upon the ~eat exchanger 
surface emissivity. The reference design HSHX calls for an emissivity of 0.8; 
considerable surface treatment may be necessary to attain this emissivity. 
To ensure that the HSHX temperatures do not exceed the requ I rements dur I ng 
the SIPS operating life, the stability of the surface must be ascertained. 
HSIS heat transfer correlatlons.--The representation of heat transfer 
through the Insulation could be Improved. [)eta are especially needed for 
heat transfer through foils where the cold end Is well above ambient tempera-
ture. An improved correlation also Is necessary to account for the edge losses 
through the Insulation joints. 
Pies tenperature measurernent.-Oirect measurement of the Pies temperature 
Is necessary to confirm the thermal model of the IHS. Since the model Is the 
same for steady-state and transient (Including ECS) conditions, steady-state 
experimental results would suffice to confirm the Pies temperature prediction 
for all operating conditions. The IHS could be used by Itself, with carefully 
defined boundary conditions and axial measurements of the Pies and ablation 
sleeve temperatures. 
Structural verlflcatlon.--In addition to the normal acceptance-type tests, 
specific testing should be performed to confirm the dynamic response and 
capability of the HSA and HSHX. In particular, the amplification of dynamic 
loads at the HSHX mount points Is an Important area of investigation. 
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Sln1ARY OF RESULTS 
Th fol lowing Itemlz d remark summarize the result of th study: 
(1) A Haste I loy sin I -tube helical coil was selected e th d 
f I" the he;1t sourc he t chang I" (HSH ) for th Brayton Is 
power syst m (BIPS). The material and conflgur~tlon mphasl 
rellabll ity and febr Icability. 
(2) The feasibility f fabric tlng this desl n has b n d 
A heat changer of thl conf Igur tlon h s be n m~tnuf ct\jr d f I" 
use In the I round demonstration system und I" a DOE ntract. 
() The Single-tub helical-coil desl n Ms b n optlmlz d with I" t 
(4 ) 
to weight. pre sur drop, and workln fluid outl t t 
The optlmlz d helSt exch nger I s a 10-turn coil m d 
(1.56-ln.) 00 and J.703-an <1.4 8-ln.} 10 tube. Th 
be tr at d to n omls Ivlty ~f O •• 
Th HSHX meets the teady-st 11 pe,..f rman 
t P ratur requirements for the IridIum po ct 
sh II (PICS) ar not QuIt m t. Tt) PIC tem I" 
th r qulred I" n for an HSH urface emlsslvlt 
nom In I val ue for untr at; d Hast 1I0y 
Th 
Inm nt-
within 
( ) 00 I In y t m reQ u I I" m n t n 
a. The n n f 1 I 1st he I" ed I 
sembi (H$A) end allows th h f 
HSA by condu tlon. A d I tlon I c I in 
to meet I un h p d e pas d surf c temper tur 
ICS t m rature requirement er not quit met 
HH , but- ar within the I" qulr d I" nge f I" n H H. 
mls Ivlty. 
( ) Th I tlo) t tr n I nt w 
nd low-eyel 
dur In the 
yel , w I I 
pI" d I 
I It. 
rtup. Th 
(7) 
temp ratur 5, h rmal 
PICS t mperatur 
f t I gu I If e oft h 
r qulram t of 100 cycles. 
mer nc:y 
temp 
m I f I 
nd yn 
I" 'th 
mu t 
tem~ rotur • 
A t rllctur , n "tur I 
n m t. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
This final report has presented the results of a study conducted by the 
AIResearch Manufacturing Company of California on the preliminary design of 
an alternate heat source assembly (HSA) for a Brayton Isotope power system 
(BIPS). In particular, the HSA Is Intended for use on the BIPS now under 
development by the AIResearch Manufacturing Company of Arizona under a 
Oepartment of Energy contract. 
The heat source heat exchanger (HSHX) des I gn for the HSA has been sel ected 
and optimized. The au)(lllary cooling system has been Investigated, and neon 
recomnended for the HSA fill gas. Low-cycle fatigue life requirements are 
easily attained for the HSHX. Natural frequency and dynamic loading require-
ments can be met for the HSA. 
The major problem area remelnlng for the HSA Is the emergency cooling 
system (ECS) performance. An Insufficient number of Insulation fol Is Is melted 
to lower the temperature of the Iridium post-Impact containment shel I to an 
acceptable value. 
Recommendations for future analytical and experimental work, with 
emphasiS on the ECS problem, have been made. A layout drawing has been pre-
pared for the HSA. 
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APPEND I X A 
STEADY- TATE AND TRANSIENT 
THERMAL ANALYZER PROGRAM W
ITH 
CCM'RESS ISLE AND I t-CCJ.1PRESS
 ISLE PRESS~E ~OP 
Progrem capabilities 
This program, known as AiR
ese rch thermal analysis pr
ogram H0910, has the 
following capabilities. 
Transient heat tren ~ fer c 
I ul tl ns .--Translent heat
 transfer calcula-
ti ons are developed by n e
xplicit finite-difference t
echnique using an lement 
shape with thre -dimensi on 
I conduction, convection, o
r radiation h at transfer. 
Steady-st te hoot transfer 
c Iculatl ns.--Steady-state
 heat transfer cal-
culations ar based on a m
odified Gauss-Seidel solutio
n t o the simultaneous 
uatlons in the thermal mod
el. This modified technique
 involves "acce lerated" 
t p substitution with monot
onic deceleration unti I suc
 esslvc subst itut ion 
re convergent. A method of
 "I ump i ng" areas of the pro
bl em th t re s I w t 
converge is Iso used to ac
celerate th calculation p
rocedure. This procedure 
Iso provides f r ny elemen
t shape with three-dimensio
nal conduction, convec-
tion, or r dlation heat tra
nsfer. 
onduction he t transfer ca l
culatlons.--COnduction heat
 tran s fer is Input 
to the program by specifyin
g the element numbers conn
ected by condu tion, the 
cr ss-se tional re for co
nduction between the elemen
ts, and the cond uction 
length from the center of e
ach element to the Interfac
e b~t~een them. A mech-
nlc I joint thermal cont ct resi ta
nce also may be specified b
eh'e n th le-
m nts i f they are mechanic
ally s p r ted at the inte~
face. The program obtains 
th thermal conductivity of
 each element from a t ble 
In which it may be speci-
fied onst nt valuo r
 as a fun tion of temperat
ure. 
Conv ction h a t tr nsf r c 
Icu l tlons.--Convection h a
t trbnsfer Is input 
to th progrm by sp clfyl~g
 a solid element number con
nect d to fluid lement 
num r by c nvection, the c
ro s-s ctional rea for co
nvection from th sol id 
I em nt, and the cond uct Ion 
length f rom the center 0 f t
he sol I d I em n t to the 
c nv tlon surf ceo This p
rogram performs the Import
ant nd often v rlooked 
t k of combining conductio
n heat tran~fer from th ce
nter of the I id element 
to th s urf c with convect
ion from the solid surface 
t the fluid •• 
The convection heat transfe
r coetf Iclent may be Inpu t 
to th progn'm by 
n ln differ nt methods. n
 the first four m thods, th
e h at transfer coeffi-
cl nt m y be Input 5 a con
 tant, as fun ction f tim
e In t bl, a func-
tl n of th surface-to-flui
d temperatur dlfferance In
 table, nd s func-
tion of the "film" temper t
ure In a t ble. In "Iethod 
five, the progr m calcu-
I tes th natural c nvectlo
n heat transfer c fflclen
t for both open and 
nclosed s tatic s paces and e
nclosed rot tlng sp ces. I
n m thad sl th progr m 
c Iculat convection h at 
transfer coefficients for 
hlgh-sp ed lamln r or tur-
bul nt fl w v r external s
ur f es Including the ffec
ts of th boundary layer. 
In m th d s ven th progr m
 cal cui t S conv tlon heat
 tran sf r oefficl nts on 
4 
, 
a free or enclosed rotatlr,g disc Includin
g the calculation of frictional 
"windage" heat generation. In method eig
ht the program calculates Jet Impinge-
ment heat transfer coefficients for Impin
gement from a row of holes onto a 
concave surface. In method nine the progra
m calculates convection heat transfer 
coefficients for flow In a duct, Includin
g the heat transfer "fin effective-
ness" of extended surfaces within the duc
t. The method utilizes tables of 
Colburn J-factors Input as a function of 
ReynoldS number to the program. These 
tables may be generated for fluid flow In 
rould ducts, square ducts, rectangu-
lar ducts, trlagular ducts, annular space
s, dimpled tubes, and curved ducts. 
They also may be generated for fluid flow 
In tube banks, plate-fin surfaces, 
pin-fin surfaces, screen matrix surfaces,
 crossed rod mat~lx surfaces, and cor-
rugated ceramic surfaces. Entrance effec
ts on heat transfer may be appl led 
using the appropriate multiplying factor 
at each location. Four techniques for 
evaluation of the Influence of temperatur
e-dependent fluid properties are 
available In the program. The appropriat
e fluid properties may be Input In 
tabular form as a function of temperature
. . 
Radiation heat transfer calculatlons.--Ra
dlatlon heat transfer Is Input to 
the program by specifying a solid element
 number connected to a representative 
surrounding element number by radiation, t
he cross-sectional area for radiation 
from the solid element, and the conduction
 length from the center of the sol id 
element to the radiation surface. This s
ection also Includes the Important 
combination of conduction to the radiation
 surface with radiation from the sur-
face. The emissivity view factor for rad
iation may be estimated by methods 
given In "Radiation Heat Transfer" by Spa
rrow and Cess or by a computer program 
such as CONfAC II. 
Initial temperature, boundary conditions, 
heat Input, thermal capaCitance, 
and thermal conductivity speclflcatlon.--T
he Initial temperature, boundary 
conditions, heat Input, thermal capacitan
ce, and thermal conductivity may be 
specified for each individual element or 
for blocks of elements that are Iden-
tical. In transient heat transfer calcu
lation, the Initial temperature, the 
heat input, the density, the vol""e, the 
specific heat, and the thermal con-
ductivity of each element Is specified. 
For elements with negligible thermal 
capacitance the density, vol""., and spec
ific h~at may be left blank to 
Increa~e the calculdtion time step. For s
teady-state calculations, the Initial 
temperature, the heat input, and the therm
al conductivity of each ~Iement are 
specified. The boundary condition elemen
ts are specified by havi ng a negative 
value for the density times the vol ""e. 
This element Is then maintained at a 
constant temperature or may be specified 
as a temperature versus time function 
from an Input table. Any element In the 
network may be specified as a boundary 
condition (constant temperature) element and any nu
mber of elements may be con-
nected to It by conduction, convection, o
r radiation. The heat Input for each 
element may be Input as zero, as a consta
nt value, as a function of time In a 
table, as a function of Its own temperatu
re or nother specified element tem-
perature, specified from t he frictional "w
indage" heat generation calculations, 
or calculated from the bal I and roller be
aring heat generation calculation com-
puter program which can b suppl ied. The 
specific heat and therm~t conducti-
vity of e ch element may bv specified as 
a constant or as a function of 
temperatur e In tabl s. 
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Fluid stream heat transfer nd pressure drop calculations.--FluI J s'trean. 
elements may be Input with heat transfer to them by conduction, convection, or" 
radiation. Fluid stream heat transfer calculations have provisions for pre-
vent I ng the out I et flu I d tempensture from "overshoot I ng" the surround I n9 sur-
f ce temperatures, a thermodynamic Impossibility. The steady-state fluid 
stream calculations are besed on thermal capacity rate calculations, while 
transient fluid stream calculations may be based on the thermal capacitance of 
each element moving In the fluid stream to simulate "lag" conditions. The 
energy Input of rotational flow may also be added to the fluid stream. 
Both steady-state compressible and Incompress!ble fluid stream pressure 
drops may be calculated by the program. The pressure drop calculations Include 
the effects f heat addition, area change, fluid friction, rotational flow, and 
flow addition or removal. Total head losses due to valves, bends, sharp con-
tractions or expansions, ,nd orifices may be Included at the Inlet and exit to 
each fluid stream. 
A c plete fluid stream network may be simulated with streams branching 
from previou s streams and ml Ing to form new streams or even returning to a 
previous stre m In th~ network. The fluid flow rate may be Input as a con-
s tant, s a function of time, from a table, or as a function of spec i f ied 
lament temperature. 
Program <A.itput 
The fol lowing outputs may be obtained: 
(1 ) ch slem nt t mperatur , heat Input, and thermal conductivity for 
st ady-state c~lcul tlons Is printed out. Each element temperature, 
h at input , wei ht , specific heat, and thermal conductivity for 
e ch s pec ified pr inting time period In transient heat transfer 
ca lculations Is printed out. 
( ) Th fluid stre m Inlet t mperature and the outlet temperature, the 
fluid s tre m fl w rate, the fluid density, and the Internal fluid 
h at neratlon for each section of each fluid stream are printed out. 
() Th "free .. tre mil temp r ature, the film di scharge temperature, and 
the effective film temperature at each location specified are printed 
out. 
(4) The printing of the thermal resist nce values for conduction, the 
th rmal resistance v lu nd heat transfer coefficients for convec-
tion, and the th rmal r s lstanc val~s and effective heat trans fer 
c fflclents for radiation may be Included or deleted as specified. 
(5) Th fluid str am pr essur drop calculations and printout may be 
dieted If specified. Wh n Included, the total and static pressure, 
th Reynol ds number, the fri ction f ctor, and the Mach number for 
compresslb l fl ow re printed for each element In each fluid stream. 
, 
, 
Typical Applications 
Typical applications Include: 
(1) Both passive and actlv electronic cooling sys~em analysis and design 
with or without heaters or cooling flow controllers. 
(2) therMal analysis and design calculations for ambient-cooled, forced-
air-cooled, gas-cooled, or liquid-cooled ac or dc IftOtors, generators, 
and alternators. 
(J) Thermal analysis and ~eslgn calculations for pump, tans, and 
compressors, Including the bearing teMperatures, and the analysis 
of the motors or turbines driving t~. 
(4) Th rmal analysis and design calcula~lons of gas turbln nglnes 
Including the xlal-flowand radial-flow compressors and turbine, 
the bearings and seals, the anti-Icing sy tam, th lubrication c l-
Ing sy tem, the fuel sypply system, and the acce sory rea cooling 
system. Also, th thermal analysis of cooled and uncooled turbln 
bl ades. 
(5) Transl nt and teady-state thermal nalys s of h at xChanger 
Including air-oil coolers, fuel-oil coolers, recuperators, 
r tary regenerators, cryogen Ic heat eXChangers, pool boll in 
at exch nger , cond nsers, periodic flow r enerat r, nd 
t exch ngers with more than two fluid str am. Th calcu-
I tlons m y Includ th ffects of a~lal condu tlon, fluid 
bypass ny, perf tly ml ed or unmiXed fluids, v rlatlon f 
fluid properties through th he t exchang r, cond n tl n f 
molstur trom the air or "wet" tleat transf r, and th ffect 
of the variation of fluld-to-wal I temperature dlff rence n 
I al hat transf r coefficients for boiling and c nd 
APPENDIX B 
U-FLOW MANIFOLD DESIGN COMPUTER PROGRAM, Xl000 
Program Xl000 detftrmlnes the best manifold sizes necessary to yield uniform flow through a heat exchanger core. The solutions are valid for oblique manifold systems, I.e., the supply and discharge flow directions are perpendicular to the flow direction through the core. 
Because there are an Infinite number of manifold area combinations that will y!eld uniform flow for a given core, one of the manifolds must be selected 8S input. Either the inlet or outlet may be chosen, with the remaining manifold area optimized. Either constant or varying area manifolds may be selected. 
The pressure distribution along the core length of the given manifold Is calculated. The other manifold Is sized -/-.) yield an Identical pressure profile. The calculations are based on a f inite-element solution of the equations of motion. Either one- or two-dimensional solutions can be specified. Both com-pressibl and Incompressible calculatic:1s can be performed. Frictiona l losses in the manifolds can be included by the Input of appropriate friction factor versus R ynolds number tables for each manifold. 
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Prog am input comprises the fol lowing: 
Fluid properties 
Manifold friction factor properties 
Specification of options and convergence criteria 
Definition of one manifold flow area and hydraulic radius 
as a function of ~~nif Id !~~th 
Mass flow rate, Inlet and outlet temperatures and pressures 
Program outputs comprise: 
Design manifold definition - flow area and hydraulic radius 
as a function of manifold length 
Difference In manifold pressure profiles as a function of 
man I fol d length 
Maximum h at exchanger core pressure drop variation for the design solution 
Manifold Ires~ure losses 
AFlPEM>IX C 
ANSYS (ENG I NEER I NG ANAL YS I S SYSTEM) CC»4PUTER PROGRAM 
This program, a general-purpose finite-element computer program for 
stress and vibration analysis, was developed by and Is maintained by Swanson 
Analysis Systems, Inc. The program contains more than 60 kinds of finite 
elements (such as beam, plane stress, axisymmetric solid and shell, general 
shell, and three-dimensional solid), 17 of which have nonlinear formulations, 
and Includes the capability of performing static or dynamic analyses, fluid 
flow, end heat transfer. The nonlinear capabilities Include plasticity 
(small strain), creep (thermal and radiation Induced), radiation-Induced 
swelling, large deflection, and buckling. Theretore, It has found wide 
application, particularly In the analysis of nuclear power reactors. The 
dynamic capabilities Include eigenvalue-eigenvector, steady-state h"rmonic 
response, and linear and nonlinear transient response. The materials may be 
either Isotropic or orthotroplc and may Include non I inear temperature dependency. 
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